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Honorable Mike Espy
Member, United States
House of Representatives
300 South Main Street
Yazoo City, MS 39194

MAY 1 2 1981,

Dear Mr . Espy:
This is in response to your correspondence of May l wit
the Panther Swamp Wildlife Refuge in Yazoo County .

ar

o the operation of

I have referred this matter to Regional Director James W . Pulliam in our Region 4
Office, located in Atlanta, Georgia, and asked him to respond directly to you
within 3 weeks.
I appreciate the opportunity to be of service . Please let me know if we can be of
further assistance.
With best regards .
Sincerely,
I

/s/ RANK 0
FRANK DUNK
DIRECTOR
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MIKE ESPY
2o DISTRICT, MISSISSIPPI

4Congreom ; of the Initeb Ototeis
j0ouge of Repregentatfbeg
Wagjington, 39C 20515

May 1, 1987

Mr . Paul R . Holtz
Assistant to the Secretary and Director
Office of Congressional and Legislative Affairs
Department of the Interior
18th and C Streets, N .W .
Washington, D .C . 20240
Dear Mr . Holtz :
According to constituents, several problems exist with regard to the operation
of the Panther Swamp Wildlife R .fn
in Yazoo County by the Department of
Interior .
Apparently, sportsmen are upset over practices at Panther Swamp which
have been recently instituted . Their concerns were shared with my staff at
a meeting and with myself on a recent tour of the Refuge .
The primary problems cited are as follows :
(1) Access to the Refuge is seriously limited by restrictions on the use of
ATV's and the closure of several trails which use to exist for this purpose . This
causes a physical hardship on sportsmen who are unable to travel long distances
on foot .
(2) There are disparities between the amount of access, hunting time, etc .
afforded members of private clubs located within the Refuge and the general
public, creating the appearance of favoratism .
(3) The limited number of accesible roads results in sportsmen utilizing only
a few acres of the 22,000 acres available at Panther Swamp, creating a safety
hazard .
(4) The right to hunt with dogs and horses has been eliminated, many sportsmen
feel, without adequate cause .
(5) Hunting season has been curtailed, sometimes without prior notice, causing
a hardship on sportsmen who travelled to the Refuge only to discover they would
not be able to hunt .
(6) Changes have been made often without notification of the public, creating
confusion and the feeling that decisions are made arbitrarily, without the interests
of sportsmen in mind .

Mr . Paul R . Holtz
May 1, 1987
Page -Two-

(8) Significant differences exist between the management of state and federal
lands . Sportsmen feel the federal government's goal is to force them away from
the Refuge as a hunting area altogether .
I would appreciate it if you could assist in resolving the aforementioned problems .
I understand that part of the difficulty arises from the primary purpose of the
Refuge - which is not hunting . Nevertheless, since hunting is allowed, and it is
so important to Mississippians overall, every effort should be made to ensure that
the public is adequately served .
Please let me know if you agree with the seven points outlined, and most importantly what steps can be taken to resolve them . I am sure that by working together
we can find solutions which satisfy both the Department of Interior and the Mississippi
sportsmen who wish to utilize the facility .
Thank you for your consideration of this letter . Please send any response to
my district office at 300 South Main Street, Yazoo City, MS 39194 .
Sincerely,

MIKE ESPY
Member of Congr

ME/mlj
cc : Skinner Anderson
Tim Tvl . Wilkins
Lewis Johnson
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U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR
Atlanta

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

September 10, 1987

memorandum

Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR Complex, Hollandale, MS
Meeting with Congressman Espy
~~(-/-

TO :

Supervisor, Refug es & Wildlife Atlanta, GA

~~' -I~Refug

I)

Sharon Longino of Congressman Espy's office called this
morning wishing to set up a meeting on October 8, 1987 at
2 :30 P .M . Congressman Espy has a meeting the morning of
the 9th and will not be able to attend a fish fry . If this
-iq no satisfactory, the next open date would be
October 23 . Please let me know which`date you prefer .

Tim Wilkins

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
(REV. 1-80)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .6
5010-114
*U.S . GPO : 1985-491-248/20552

November 18, 1985

A, r . Larry H . Nichols, President
` 'ississippi fluzile Lo?dino 'Iunters
Association, Inc .
Post ^ffice `'ox 7275
.?rckson, "ississipni 3921?
'?cAr "'r. Nlichnlc :
This letter is in response to your October
of the • ; issiscimi °'u?z1e t"oac!in .7 'runters
concerns relative to changes that the Fish
hunting proorans for Yazoo, 4i l l s ide,
gil l ifs r3efules .
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Sincerely yours,
/s/ Tan!os W. Pull am, ,1r.

James W . Pulliam, Jr .
Regional Director

cc :
Refuge Manager, Yazoo PUP, MS
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Effects of Delayed Breeding on Subsequent Reproductive
Performances of Female White-tailed Deer and Their Offspring

Final
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Effects of Delayed Breeding on Reproductive
Performance of Female White-tailed Deer and Their Offspring

Harry A . Jacobson

Introduction
Previous studies on reproduction of white-tailed deer in Mississippi

have

led to the conclusion that overharvest of male deer prior to the peak of rut
could have adverse consequences on the reproductive performance of this species
(Jacobson et al . 1979, Gruver et al . 1983) . This conclusion was based on the
observation of a shift in breeding dates recorded for deer in north central
Mississippi following a recent history of heavy exploitation of bucks and on
empirical evidence derived from computer simulation of reproductive events .
The present study was designed to determine the effects of delayed
breeding of captive does on their subsequent reproductive performance and that
. of their offspring . Over 70% of the harvest of male deer on . public lands and
on many private lands
deer (Jacobson et al .

Mississippi has consisted of yearling (12 year old)
1981, Mississippi D .W .C . 1982, 1983) .
In stable popuin

lations harvest of yearling males reflects annual mortality rates on antlered
deer, therefore, it is reasonable to assume there are few breeding males
remaining in many areas of Mississippi at the peak of the rut . The peak rut
in most of Mississippi is during the second week of January and this is after
most hunting mortality has occurred (Jacobson et al . 1979) . Thus, sex ratios
may be greatly distorted and during the rut and it is highly plausible that
many does do not breed during their first estrous cycle . The objectives of
this study were :
1.

To determine if does that breed during their second or third estrous
cycles as yearlings continue to breed late in subsequent years .

2

2 .

To determine the effect of delayed breeding (2nd or 3rd estrous cycle) by
yearling does on their specific fertility rates at 2,

3, and 4 years of

age .
3 .

To determine the effects of does breeding schedules on the attainment of
puberty of their offspring .

4.

To determine the effects of does breeding schedules on subsequent reproductive performance of female offspring as

indicated by parturition dates

and number of young produced .

Methods
Reproductive histories of 8 does assigned to restricted breeding treatments and 10 control does were monitored during the period February 1977
through October 1983 .

All deer were maintained on ad libitum diets of 16-21%

protein pelleted dairy cattle feed for the duration of the study .
premix and mineral

salt blocks were also provided .

Vitamin

Deer were assigned to

treatments as follows :
1.

One yearling doe obtained

in Sept . 1977 was placed with a yearling buck

on 1 February 1978 .
2.

Seven yearling does reared from fawns were randomly assigned to either
restricted breeding treatment or as controls in September 1978 .

Four

does assigned to restricted treatment were not placed with a breeding
male until

February 1, 1979 .

All control deer were maintained in a pen

containing a breeding male from October 1, 1978 until

the end of the

study .
3.

Six additional yearling does were randomly assigned to breeding treatments
in 1979 .

Treatments were as

in 2 above, with 3 animals assigned to

restricted breeding treatment and 3 as controls .

3

4.

Three additional yearling does were assigned to the control

treatment in

1980 to replace mortality losses in this group .
5.

All does were maintained in 0 .2 - 1 .2 ha pens located at the MSU deer
research facility . A maximum of 7 does were placed with one breeding
buck and following the initial placement of does with a buck, they were
maintained continuously with a mature buck until the termination of the
study .

In addition to the reproductive histories of the does assigned to treatments above, reproductive histories of all female offspring born in the captive
deer research facilities since 1977 have been recorded . All female fawns born
in 1978-1981 were maintained in pens with mature male deer for the duration of
the study . All fawns born in 1982 were not maintained with adult males, but
were confined with fawn males that had hardened antlers in February 1983 .
Gestation length data were recorded for a number of deer who were observed
in copula with males or were artificially inseminated . Onset of puberty for
males is infered from the date of first hardened antlers . It is well documented that puberty and onset of spermatogenesis in male cervids coincides
with acquisition of hardened antlers since testosterone is the hormone
responsible for antler mineralization and velvet shedding (Scanlon 1978,
Bubenik 1982) . Observations also were recorded for reproductive histories of
two does transported from Virginia to Mississippi in February 1980 . These
deer were acquired from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University .
They were 731 at the time of acquisition and their complete reproductive
history was known .

4

Results
A chronological listing by birth date of reproductive
used in this study is given in Appendix Table 1 .

Restricted breeders had

median parturition dates 26 days later than the control
first fawning season .

histories of does

does during their

However, during subsequent years reproductive cycles

were essentially the same as the control does (Table 1) . The major effect
associated with the restricted breeding treatment was the reduction in total
number of fawns produced . Total fawn production for restricted deer averaged
2 .38 fawns per doe over the first two years following treatment, compared to
an average of 3 .89 fawns per doe for controls . This effect was primarily due
to some restricted does failing to conceive . Two of eight restricted does
failed to conceive the year of treatment assignment (deer were 1/ years old)
and one of these does along with two other restricted does failed to conceive
at 2, years of age .
Female offspring from restricted and control does had no apparent
differences in timing

of

reproductive events as yearling deer . Two

2

year old

females conceived the year of restricted treatment assignment by their mothers,
gave birth on 3 and 6 August . This compares to four

2

year old females,

conceived by control yearling does, that gave birth to fawns on 27 July, 4, 7
and 18 August .
There was an apparent association between birthdate and attainment of
puberty by female fawns . Of

62

female fawns observed in this study, 8 of

these gave birth as yearlings . The birthdate

of

one

of

these females which

conceived as a fawn was unknown except that it was either in-June or July . Of
the fawns with known birthdates that were not assigned to restrictive breeding
treatments (i .e . had the opportunity to breed as fawns), 1 of 4 June fawns, 4
of 18 July fawns, 2 of 24 August fawns, 0

of 2

September fawns and 0 of 1

October fawns conceived as fawns . Thus, a minimum

of 26%

of June and July

5

Table 1 .

Reproductive histories of captive does prevented from breeding until
February 1 as yearlings (12 year old) deer compared to unrestricted
breeding does .

Age 1
Class

Sample
Size

%
Conceiving

Mean No . 2
Offspring

Median
Parturition
Date

Range in
Parturition
Dates

Restricted Does
1/ - 22

8

75 .0

1 .25

Aug 29

Aug 22 - Oct 1

22 - 3,

8

62 .5

1 .13

Jul 28

Jul 11 - Sep 19

32 - 4/

7

85 .7

1 .86

Aug 3

Jul 22 .- Aug 15

42 - 52

5

100 .0

1 .40

Aug 3

Jul 4

- Oct 26

62 - 7/

4

100 .0

1 .75

Jul 29

Jul 2

- Sep 21

7;

1

100 .0

2 .00

Jul 7

- 811

Control Does
12 - 2z

10

100

1 .89

Aug 3

Jul 13 - Sep 2

2/ - 3/

8

100

2 .00

Aug 8

Jun 24 - Aug 26

3/ - 4 /

6

100

2 .00

Aug 13

Jul 1'1 - Aug 21

4; - 5/

2

100

2 .00

Jul 28

Jul 14 - Aug 12

6/ - 7/

1

100

2 .00

Jul 10

---

1 Does were restricted only as yearlings, performance data given for remaining
age classes in both restricted and control treatments are the same animals
shown in the yearling class only in latter years .
2 Averages include does which did not conceive .

6

born female fawns reached puberty as fawns, whereas only 7% of female fawns
born after 1 August were known to have reached puberty as fawns .
Puberty of male fawns was monitored by recording whether or not they
developed or hardened antlers as fawns and shed velvet .

Of 47 male fawns with

known birth dates, 5 of 5 June fawns, 7 of 18 July fawns, 10 of 19 August
fawns, 0 of 4 September fawns and 0 of 1 October fawns developed hardened
antlers as fawns . Fawns did not develop hardened antlers before February and
most male fawns that developed hard antlers did so between mid-February and
late March .
Gestation data were recorded on 7 different occasions .

Five of the 7

occasions were observed copulation dates and associated parturition dates .
Gestation also was recorded for two does which were artificially inseminated .
Adult does had gestation lengths of 194, 196, 201, 202, and 214 days and
yearling does had gestation lengths of 197 and 203 days .
Sex of fetuses by age class of their does was also examined .

Fawn does

were found to conceive a preponderance of males ; whereas, yearling and 3, 4,
f

and 8 year old does conceived a preponderance of female fawns . Does 5, 6, 7
and 9 years old had more male fawns than females (Table 2) .
The two Virginia does maintained the same approximate parturition dates
in Mississippi as were recorded in Virginia, with one exception . One Virginia
doe gave birth 4 September 1983 . This doe had given birth to all previous
fawns in June .

7

Table 2 .

Age specific natality rates and sex ratios of offspring for captive
white-tailed 'deer in Mississippi .

Mean No . of
Fawns ± SE

Sex Ratio
of Fawns

Age at
Parturition

No . of Pregnant
Does Observed

1

8

2

36

1 .44 ± 0 .08

65 :100

3

19

1 .89 ± 0 .05

94 :100

4

16

1 .88 t 0 .15

81 :100

5

8

1 .50 ± 0 .20

117 :100

6

7

1 .71 ± 0 .20

200 :100

7

3

2 .00 ± 0 .00

200 :100

8

2

2 .00 ± 0 .00

33 :100

9

2

1 .50 ± 0 .70

200 :100

1 .00 ±.O

d :Q
250 :100

Discussion
The results of this study demonstrate that delayed breeding by female
white-tailed deer has an effect on the number of offspring produced . This
effect appears to be due primarily to lack of conception . There is evidence
that delayed breeding during one reproductive period may have a carry over
effect with reduced conception rates in subsequent breeding seasons . However,
aside from the effect on conception rate, delayed breeding did not appear to
cause subsequent shifts in the breeding dates of treatment does . Restricted
does obtained the same approximate parturition dates as control does in
subsequent fawning seasons .
Delayed breeding may have some effect on attainment of puberty by female
offspring . Evidence for this is seen by a 26% conception rate of June and

8

July born female fawns, but only a 7% conception rate of fawns born after
August 1 .

Thus,

few if any fawns conceived from does during second or third

estrous cycles would be expected to reach puberty .

The association between

puberty and birth date may be primarily a nutritional effect since it has been
documented that a minimum size is required for puberty to occur (Sadlier
1969) .

Onset of puberty by male fawns did not appear to be influenced greatly

by birth date .

Of 47 male fawns observed, 46% reached puberty as indicated by

development of hard antlers .

However, earlier born fawns did have a higher

percentage with hardened antlers than late born and 5 of 5 June born males
reached puberty as fawns .
Puberty of both males and females is reached late in the breeding season .
Parturition dates of one year old deer were in September and October, and male
fawns did not develop hardened antlers until February and March . The number
of male fawns reaching puberty was much higher than the 3% predicted for wild
deer by Jacobson and Griffin (1982) . This may be explained in part by better
nutrition of captive deer allowing them to reach critical body sizes required
by puberty . Also large numbers of male fawns are generally only closely
observed during the hunting season and none of the captive fawns developed
hardened antlers during the normal hunting season dates .
Gestation periods recorded in this study averaged 201 days . This
coincides closely with the 204 day average given by Asdell (1954) .
Of 159 fawns born in captivity, 75 were males and 94 were females . Age
specific fecundity rates of females show sex ratios heavily in favor of female
births from 2, 3 and 4 year old does . However, does older than 5 years and
yearling does had a preponderance of male fawns .
Since captive deer were maintained on highly nutritional diets, these
results would support Verm e's (1983) hypothesis that well-nourished deer have

9

a preponderance of female offspring, whereas, undernourished herds produce .a
preponderance of male offspring .
Results obtained from parturition dates of two Virginia does gave inconclusive evidence as to the effect of latitude on breeding dates .

The first

two years after they were moved from Virginia to Mississippi parturition dates
were within the range of previous parturition dates by the same does . However,
one doe gave birth over two months later than her previous parturition dates
in 1983 . Whether this indicates a change in breeding date associated with a
change in latitude or indicates a failure to conceive remains unknown .

Conclusions
Preventing does from breeding on their first estrous cycle caused a
reduction in fertility that carried over into subsequent breeding cycles .
Delayed breeding may also have major effects on the timing of reproductive
events of offspring . A higher percentage of June and July born fawns reached
puberty at 6 months of age than did fawns born in August or later .
Delayed breeding did not have long term effects on breeding schedules .
Following initial restriction, restricted does reverted to the same approximate
breeding schedules as control does during subsequent breeding cycles . However,
it should be noted these results were under conditions of optimum nutrition .
Wild animals subject to fluctuating nutritional conditions or less than optimum
nutritional conditions might be expected to be more severely affected by
breeding restriction than the does used in this study .
Assuming buck doe ratios can be lowered to'the point that breeding
efficiency is affected, the findings of this study indicate overexploitation
of antlered males prior to the peak rut will contribute to lowered fertility
and population recruitment .
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Appendix Table 1 .

Doe Number

A listing of captive does by date of brith and parturition
dates and sex of offspring for each doe ..

Birth Date

Parturition Dates and Sex of Offspring

July 7, 1973

6/12/76 (d,4), 6/8/77 (Q),
6/2/75
6/20/78 (c), 6/15/80 (d), 6/18/81
6/17/82 (4,4), 9/4/83 (d,d)

July 3, 1973

7/3/76 (Q), 6/3/77 ((!,4), 5/28/78 (d), 6/20/80
(d,d), 6/20/81 (d,q), 7/2/82 (d,4), 6/15/83 (q)

32

Summer, 1976

9/3/78 (d,Q), no conception 1979, no conception
1980, 7/4/81 (d,e), 7/2/82 (d, 4 ), 7/7/83 (d, 4 )

42

July, 1977

8/28/79 (c), 7/28/80 (d,4), 7/22/81
8/3/82
7/15/83 (d, Q )

52

July, 1977

10/1/79
8/17/80 (1 sex unknown), 3/19/81
(d, Q ), 8/9/82 (d), 8/13/83 (d,d)

63

July, 1977

7/18/79
7/6/80
7/14/82 (d,d), 7/10/83 (d,4)

72

July 10, 1977

8/22/79

82

July 21, - 1977

8/22/79 (d), no conception 1980, 8/13/81 (c,c),
10/26/82 (4), 9/23/83 (9)

July 21, 1977

7/24/79

10 3

Aug . 5, 1977

8/3/79 (d,4)

11 2

Summer 1978

no conception 1980, no conception 1981,
7/28/82 (d,4), 7/26/83 (c)

12 3

Summer 1978

8/29/80 (d,4), 8/3/81 (Q,Q), 8/9/82 (d,Qand 1 sex
unknown, fawn was eviserated by predator)

13 3

Summer 1978

9/1/79 (d), 7/13/80 (9), 6/24/81 (Q,4)

14 2

July 18, 1978

8/29/80

7/22/81

15 3

Aug . 21, 1978

8/31/80

8/18/81 (d,Q)

16 2

Aug . 31, 1978

No conception 1980, 9/19/81 (d,d) ; 8/15/82 (d,d,e)

17 2

July 15, 1979

10/16/80 (1 sex unknown 4 )

18 5

July 18, 1979

8/18/81 (c), 8/13/82 (d,q), 8/10/83 (Q,Q)

11

21

93

7/11/81

7/11/80 (d,d)

7/25/80 4 (2 sex unknown)

( Q ,d), 7/25/82 (d, 4 )
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Appendix Table 1 continued .
Doe Number

Birth Date

Parturition Dates and Sex of Offspring

19 3

July 26, 1979

9/2/81 (d,d), 8/14/82

20 5

July 24,

8/7/81 (c), 8/14/82 (d,q), 8/20/83 ( q , q )

21 3

Aug . 3,

22 6

Aug .

23 3

Sept . 1, 1979

8/3/81

24 6

Oct .

8/3/81 (d), 7/14/82 ( q , q )

25 6

July 28, 1980

9/9/82 (q)

26 6

Aug . 29, 1980

8/29/82 (9)

27 5

Aug . 29, 1980

(failed to conceive 1982)

28 5

Aug . 31, 1980

8/16/82 (d)

29 5

Aug . 31, 1980

8/21/82

30

Oct .

10/9/82 (q), No conception 1983

31 7

June 18,

32 7

June 20, 1981

7/16/83 (9)

33 6

July 22, 1981

3/9/83 (d,q)

34 6

July 22, 1981

8/5/83 (d,d)

35 6

July 22, 1981

7/31/83 (q)

36 6

July 22, 1981

9/25/82 (d), 8/9/83 (d)

37 8

Aug . 4, 1981

8/4/83 (d ,q )

38

Aug .

9/3/83 (q)

39

Aug . 7,

1981

7/22/83

40

Aug .

7,

1981

9/6/83 (q)

41

Aug .

18,

1981

7/27/83 (q)

42

June 17, 1982

10/8/83 (d)

43

June 17,

44

July 1,

45

July 2, 1982

46

July 4, 1982

47

July 14, 1982

9/12/33 (q )

48

July 14, 1982

9/7/83 (d)

49

July 20,

1979

1979

28,

1979

1, 1979

8,1980
1981

6, 1981

8/14/81 (c), 8/26/82
8/6/81 (Q), 8/14/82

(d,q)

8/21/83 (9,d)
8/16/83 (d)

(d,d), 3/14/82 (d,c), 8/9/83 (d, d)

(q)

7/8/33 (d,q)

(c)

1982
1982

1982

8/17/83
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Appendix Table 1 continued .
Doe Number

Birth Date

Parturition Dates and Sex of Offspring

50

July 25, 1982

51

'Aug .

3,

1982

52

Aug .

3,

1982

53 9

Aug . 9, 1982

54

Aug .

13, 1982

10/24/83 (c)

55 10

Aug .

14,

1982

10/13/83 (a)

56

Aug .

14,

1982

57 10

Aug .

14, 1982

58 11
8
59

Aug .

15,

60

Aug . 21, 1982

61 10

Aug . 26, 1982

62

Sept . 9, 1982

63

Oct . 9, 1982

1982

Aug . 17, 1982

I Obtained from VPI & SU in February 1980
2 Assigned restricted breeding treatment, i .e . not confined with a breeding
buck as a yearling until February I
3 Assigned as a control

during restricted breeding study

4 Parturition date estimated from conceptus, doe deceased prior to parturition
5 Mother was a control

doe assigned in 1978

6Mother was a restricted breeding doe assigned
7 Mother Virginia doe
$ Mother was a control doe assigned in 1979
9 Mother was a restricted doe assigned in 1977
10

Mother was a control

doe assigned 1980

11 Mother was a restricted doe assigned 1979

in 1978
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum
DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO'

May 19, 1987
Refuge Manager,

Yazoo NWR Complex, Hollandale, MS

Response to Congressman Espy's Letter

Refuge Supervisor, F&WS, Refuges & Wildlife, Atlanta, Georgia (RF-II)

Attached is a draft response to Congressman Espy's letter . I am also
attaching a copy of my April 25 memo to you concerning our meeting with
members of the Congressman's staff to point out that all of the topics
addressed in the Congressman's letter were discussed at length with his
staff prior to the letter . For this reason, the response developed is
rather lengthy since the issues apparently remain unresolved as far as
the Congressman is concerned . I feel that providing additional details
might help all parties better understand our position .
For your information, we found out that the Congressman and Mr . Skinner
Anderson came to the refuge subheadquarters at Gumbo Acres one afternoon
and when they saw Lucian, Jim and I at the site, immediately turned around
and left . This occurred after the meeting with his staff and may not
reflect well on the Congressman's willingness to consider the refuges
point of view .

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
(REV . 1-80)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .6
5010-114
*U.5 . GPO : 1985-491-248/20552

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

nATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

April 23, 1987

memorandum

Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR Complex, Hollandale, MS
Meeting with Congressman Mike Espy

Refuge Supervisor, FWS, Refuges & Wildlife, Atlanta, GA

For your information, on 4/13/87, Assistant Manager Johnson and I met
with Ms . Sharon Longino and Mr . Mike Alexander, aids to first term,
2nd Congressional District Congressman Mike Espy . The meeting was
arranged with the intent of opening lines of communication between the
Congressman's Yazoo City, MS, office and the refuge staff .

Y

Many issues were discussed with a majority of the two hour meeting
centered around public use on Panther Swamp . Specific topics discussed
concerning Panther included public access, use of ATV's, use of dogs
to run deer, and use of horses . Apparently the Congressman's office
had already received several inquiries pertaining to refuge specific
regulations limiting ATV use to designated trails and prohibiting the
use of horses, particularly during refuge big game hunts . Ms . Longino
and Mr . Alexander suggested that the refuge might want to reconsider the
regs prohibiting horses and did not seem to grasp the problems associated
with allowing such use . They expressed considerable concern that access
was a serious problem at-Panther and suggested that the refuge actively
pursue our long term goal of developing a primary road system . It was
suggested by the aids that "payment-in-kind" i .e ., utilizing receipts
such as timber sales, may be a legitimate funding source for such
development .
Other, questions asked by the aids included why the refuge office was
,located at Yazoo Refuge and not at Yazoo City, why was the complex created,
land what additional acquisition plans did the Service have in the area .
They were supportive'of providing any assistance possible, in future
;acquisitions including . marginal farm lands owned by the Federal Land
:Bank

or

lands made available through provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill .

The meeting concluded with a suggestion from the aids that the refuge
staff! meet with them and several of the more vocal individuals to discuss
the

u§'e

of horses and . ATV trails . Also' a list of concerns was to be

:,develpped by Mr . Alexander for discussion with refuge staff prior to
meetings with various groups .

Tim Wilkins

OPTIONAL FORM NO . 10
(REV. 1-80)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 . 6
5010-114
*U .S . GPO: 1985-491 .248/20552

, MJKE ES,Q;Y .
2o DISTRICT, MISSISSIPPI

Congreoo

of Me 1niteb 9ptato

3ooe of 3&epreantatibeg

aj ington, flC 20515

May 1, 1987

Mr . Paul R . Holtz
Assistant to the Secretary and Director
Office of Congressional and Legislative Affairs
Department of the Interior
18th and C Streets, N . W .
Washington, D .C . 20240
Dear Mr . Holtz :
According to constituents, several problems exist with regard to the operation
of the Panther Swamp Wildlife Refuge in Yazoo County by the Department of
Interior .
Apparently, sportsmen are upset over practices at Panther Swamp which
have been recently instituted . Their concerns were shared with my staff at
a meeting and with myself on a recent tour of the Refuge .
The primary problems cited are as follows :
(1) Access to the Refuge is seriously limited by restrictions on the use of
ATV's and the closure of several trails which use to exist for this purpose . This
causes a physical hardship on sportsmen who are unable to travel long distances
on foot .
(2) There are disparities between the amount of access, hunting time, etc .
afforded members of private clubs located within the Refuge and the general
public, creating the appearance of favoratism .
(3) 'The limited number of accesible roads results in sportsmen utilizing only
a few acres of the 22,000 acres available at Panther Swamp, creating a safety
hazard.
(4) The right to hunt with dogs and horses has been eliminated, many sportsmen
feel, without adequate cause .
(5) ?Hunting season has been curtailed, sometimes without prior notice, causing
a hardship on sportsmen who travelled to the Refuge only to discover they would
not be able to hunt .
(6) ;'Changes have been made often without notification of the public, creating
confusion and the feeling that decisions are made arbitrarily, without the interests
~bf sportsmen in mind .

Mr . Paul R . Holtz
May 1, 1987
Page -Two-

(8) Significant differences exist between the management of state and federal
lands . Sportsmen feel the federal government's goal is to force them away from
the Refuge as a hunting area altogether .
I would appreciate it if you could assist in resolving the aforementioned problems .
I understand that part of the difficulty arises from the primary purpose of the
Refuge - which is not hunting . Nevertheless, since hunting is allowed, and it is
so important to Mississippians overall, every effort should be made to ensure that
the public is adequately served .
Please let me know if you agree with the seven points outlined, and most importantly what steps can be taken to resolve them . I am sure that by working together
we can find solutions which satisfy both the Department of Interior and the Mississippi
sportsmen who wish to utilize the facility .
Thank you for your consideration of this letter . Please send any response to
my district office at 300 South Main Street, Yazoo City, MS 39194 .
Sincerely,

MIKE ESPY
Member of Congr

ME/mlj
cc : Skinner Anderson
Tim M . Wilkins
Lewis Johnson
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October 7, 1985

Mr . James Pulliam
Regional Director
U . S . Fish & Wildlife Service
Richard B . Russel Federal Building
75 Spring Street, Southwest
Atlanta, Georgia
30303

Dear Mr . Pulliam :
I am writing you regarding the drastic cut-backs in hunting season-, or the
Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge' and particularly the reduction in primitive
weapons season on Hillside . Why
the primitive weapons season been cut
from 14 to 8 days with the reduction coming at the front of the season? Why
has the number of hunters been limited to only 100 on over 15 thousand acres
when Morgan Brake, an area of only 1,400 acres just a few miles away, has no
restrictions on season or number? Can you see where these restrictions on
Hillside will create a dangerous overcrowding on Morgan Brake the first week
of primitive weapons season?

has

Why was deer hunting (gun season) reduced by more than half on Panther Swamp?
Why is the small game season reduced on 1/3 of Panther Swamp and 1/2 of Hillside? And why is the area of reduction on the drier portion of both?
Ducks don't rest on dry ground . Contrary to Mr . Wilkins' statement, wasn't
Hillside bodght by the Corps of
t with Waterfowl Management
money?

Engineers

Mr . Wilkins indicated to me these cut-backs were necessary to make his job
monitor the deer herd . Yet when I
easier and so that he could more
asked him about the purpose of the hunter bag cards and the information they
provided, he hold me the cards had not been processed yet - even though one
year has nearly . passed . Why? Management through cut-backs or simply incompetence?

closely

It seems strange to me that Mr . Wilkins did not indicate that your biologist
had recommended any cut-backs in season lengths due to herd conditions . As
a matter of fact, I was told by one of
employees, unofficially of course,
that one of your biologist was on record as saying the cut-backs were unjustified .

your

Wilkins

I submit to you sir, if Mr .
can not handle the job within the State
framework that you might consider returning Mr . Chandler to the area . We
certainly haven't had these problems in the past .

P .O

J?oa inq 71untE2d.
G4i.doc atIon, Jnc .
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Mr . James Pulliam
October 7, 1985
Page 2

Sir, I honestly feel that the ill-will that has been generated by these
changes and the conflicts that will arise from malcontent during the seasons
could product irreparable damage . I consider the situation on Morgan Brake
to be extremely dangerous during the primitive weapons season, and I strongly
urge you to consider taking immediate action to correct these bad regulations .
Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated, and I look forward
to hearing from you .
Respectfully,
MISSISSIPPI MUZZLE LOADING HUNTERS
ASSOCI TION INC

LHN/hn

P .O . Box 7275, Jackson, MS 39212

First dove season
ends today statewide

Today is the final day of Mississippi's
first seaon on doves . There are two more remaining . The second season opens Oct . 19
and ends Nov . 17 . The final season will be
Dec . 21-Jan 6 . All seasons are statewide .

Panther
SWart1N

2', miles
Hillside
.,
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Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, deer and dove hunting area .
Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock,
beaver, deer and dove hunting area . Closed, to all hunting Dec."
16, 1985 - Feb . 1, 1986..
Information station
Levee

All area west of auxiliary canal closed to small game hunting after Dec .16, 1985 .'

N

Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey'and
deer hunting area .
' Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail; snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey and deer
hunting area .
Information station,

-_ Levee

Reduced re ge seasons anger hunters
By BOBBY CLEVELAND
Clarion-Ledger Sports Writer

Public hunting lands in Mississippi are already at a '
minimum, so anytime hunters hear about the loss of .
any ground you're going to hear grumbling . 'That's to be expected, so it was no surprise when the
hunting areas and seasons were curtailed sharply this
winter on Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge
and Hillside National Wildlife Refuge near Yazoo
City, hunters immediately took exception .
Tim Wilkens, manager of those' refuges and the
three others that comprise the Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge Complex, took the brunt of the hunters'
criticisms .
"And I don't blame them for being upset," he said .
"I'm a hunter too, and I don't like to limit anyone's
hunting privileges . But,, I also hope they will try to be
understanding of my position and try to work with me
to make things better for everyone next year ."
The flak started when Wilkens was told by superiors within the U .S . Department of the Interior that he
',would have to set aside portions of both Hillside and
Panther Swamp as waterfowl resting areas . That
meant no hunting of any kind could be allowed near
these areas, so that the ducks could rest undisturbed
while taking a break from migration .
"In the first place, people need to realize that these
areas were purchased with waterfowl management

money and that (duck management) is their primary
purpose," said Wilkens, who took over the position as
manager last April .
Small-game hunter Larry Nichols of Jackson, who
has hunted squirrel and rabbits regularly and deer occasionally on the two areas, understands helping the
ducks. But it's the location of the land that was closed
to small-game hunting that he won't buy . '
"Wilkens' hasn't spent a winter here yet so he
doesn't know how much of the land and what land is
going to be under water after Dec . 15," Nichols said .
"Take Panther Swamp, he shut off the two areas west
of the levee to small-game hunting so we wouldn't
bother the ducks . That's where most of the dry land is
going to be after Dec . 15 . There's only a couple of
small areas in that section where ducks would rest .
"The area that was left open
o
to
is usually
flooded in December and the only was we
we'll be able t
hunt rabbit and squirrel is by bot . It eems to me that
this area would have been a better place to set aside
for ducks. What he did doesn't make sense to me . It
looks like he may just have set aside the area that
would make his job easier because it involves all the
land west of the levee at Panther Swamp."
Wilkens, who admits he may have been wrong in
'what land he chose, explains, "It appears that I may
not have set aside the best area I could have, because

it seems that more people were using the area for
hunting than I'd been able to find out about . But I don't
think it's right to say that the area we chose will not
work for the ducks . I've been told that more than just a
few ducks use these areas .
"But I welcome their comments, and I did have a
meeting with Mr . Nichols about it . Next year, if we
find we need to, we'll change the area. Any input that
anyone would like to offer is welcome . The decision to
set aside an area was made in February before I arrived and when I got here in April I had to make a
quick decision about which areas were to be closed .
It's true that what 1 did will make our job of patrolling
the Panther Swamp area easier . But we have only
eight people on staff to cover the five refuges ."
Wilkens has just completed publishing an entire list
of hunting seasons and regulations for all five of the
refuges and more grumbling will be heard .
"We've cut back on the amount of days we're going
to allow deer hunting and we've received more complaints about that than we did from the small-game
hunters," he said . "And the only reason we've done it is
to give us a chance to keep better tabs on the deer herd
situation (size, health and average age) . This will lead
to better herd management and better hunting in the
future."
The complete list of regulations were not available
at press time.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

memorandum

October 23, 1985
Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR, Hollandale, MS

Correspondence from Mr . Larry Nichols dated 10/07/85 .

Regional Director, Wildlife Resources, Atlanta, GA

In an effort to address Mr . Larry H . Nichols letter of October 7, 1985,
I offer the following :
The primitive weapon season on Hillside was reduced from 14 days to
eight days for several reasons :
1) It was done to bring the buck/doe ratio into balance . The shorter
season should allow more bucks to reach maturity thus increasing
their breeding potential . The problems brought 2n 6,Y,_5he lack of
adult bucks in the deer herd is discussed in the w study done by
Miss . State University for the Miss . Dept . of Wildlife Conservation
"Effects of Delayed Breeding on Subsequent Reproductive Performances of Female White-tailed Deer and Their Offspring" . Past
records for Hillside reveal an extremely low percentage of bucks
taken on Hillside to be over 1z years old (estimated at less than
two percent) .
2) The hunter success is approximately 10% . We would like to improve
the quality of the hunt and achieve a 25% success rate .
3) Hunting pressure has increased bringing about tremendous hunter/
space conflicts . Some 95% of the Hillside hunters, hunt on
approximately 5,000 acres of forested upland . Limiting hunters
to 100 per day will reduce hunter conflicts to a minimum .
There are two .gstd reasons that Morgan Brake NWR was allowed to be
hunted the entire state season .

V(- "i

1) The Fish & Wildlife Service does not own a large portion of the
wooded habitat in the area . This allows deer to
k into
L-_
s
areas not open to the public .
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Gun deer hunting was reduced on Panther for many of the same reasons
reduction was necessary for Hillside . We still have 31 days of the
60 day state gun season . In addition to that we have 49 days of archery
~'n .
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2 years old . Hunter success was estimated at five percent last year .
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November 11, 1986

Mr . Tim Wilkins, Manager
Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge Complex
Fish and Wildlife Service, USDI
Route 1, Box 286
Hollandale, Mississippi 38748
Dear Tim :
Enclosed are our reports on the deer herd health checks we conducted on Refuges
in the Yazoo Complex on .September 9-12, 1986 . The Refuges were Hillside NWR, Holmes
County ; Panther Swamp NWR, Yazoo County ; and Yazoo NWR, Washington County . The
health checks each involved examination of five deer (six from Panther Swamp) . The
data for each Refuge are arranged into a series of tables (parasitologic, serologic,
and pathologic) and are accompanied by interpretive comments .
None . of the Refuges appeared to have overtly diseased deer or substantial
deterioration of herd health . The Yazoo NWR herd did have some lungworm infections
at levels that are of concern, and the Hillside NWR had a relatively high APC value .
Deer populations on .all three areas probably can be maintained near their present
level without undue risk of deterioration of herd health, although a slight reduction
in the Hillside herd would be compatible with protecting herd health . The high
prevalence of lungworms on all areas likely could lead to problems if any of the
herds increased significantly .
We trust that this . information will be of value in management of these deer
herds . Detailed information'on the parasites and diseases covered in these reports
In
can be obtained from the text Diseases and Parasites of White-tailed Deer .
explanation
of
the
relationparticular, we would refer you to pages4Tl-423 for an
ships between deer density, nutrition, and disease . . The attached flier also has an
elementary explanation of the basics of deer herd health . If you have any questions
about these reports or if we can be of assistance on other matters, please do not
hesitate to contact us .
Best regards,
Sincerely,

WRD :dw
Enclosures
CC : Mr . James W . Pulliam, Jr .
Mr . Harold W . Benson
Dr . E . Frank Bowers
Mr . S . Ray Aycock
Mr . William Y . Quiesenberry
Mr . Jack A . Herring
Mr . Seth Mott
AN

EQUAL

William R . D vidson, Ph .D .
Assistant Professor

Mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Mr .

Steven A . Lewis
Joe L . Herring
John I . Christian
Stephen W . Parry

OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION

Table 1 .
Arthropod, helminth, and protozoan parasites of five white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) collected from Hillside National Wildlife
Refuge, Holmes County, Mississippi on September 9, 1986 .

ARTHROPODS
Animal Number
Age (years)
Sex
Weight (pounds)
Physical Condition
Kidney Fat Index
Packed Cell Volume
Hemoglobin

Location in Host
Brain
Circulatory
Lungs
Abdominal Cavity
Liver
Esophagus
Rumen
Abomasum
(APC = 1852)

1
42
F
155
Fair
0 .0
31 .0
15 .2

2
5 1,2
F
120
Fair
23 .7
43 .0
15 .6

M
125
Good22 .2
47 .0
16 .3

HELMINTHS

Dictyocaulus viviparus
Setaria yehi

5
42
F
130
Fair
4 .9
38 .0
12 .6

4
12
F
95
Fair
18 .7
47 .0
15 .4

Animal Number
Lice
Louse Flies
Ticks
Chiggers
Ear Mites
Nasal Bots

Apteragia odocoilei
Apteragia pursglovei
Ostertagia dikmansi
Ostertagia mossi
Trichostrongylus axei

1
Light

2

2

3

Light

Light

2

10

4

5

12

1

Number Of Parasites Per Deer
2
3
4

5

Range

Prevalence

6

2

2

2-9
0-3

100%
20%

4 .4
0 .6

1

0-1

20%

0 .2

80%
100%
60%
100%
40%

272 .0
1127 .6
66 .0
358 .4
28 .0

9

Gongylonema pulchrum

PROTOZOANS
Blood

3

1 1,2

539
1120
41

365
678
52
105

219
1093
219
929
80

498
362
60

237
2249
59
355

0-539
498-2249
0-219
41-929
0-80

Average

COMMENTS :
Large lungworms ((Dictyocaulus viviparus) present at low to moderate levels in all deer and associated with mild lung damage (pleuritis,
peribronchitis) in most deer . Abomasal parasites (Apteragia odocoilei, A . pursglovei, Ostertagia dikmansi, 0 . mossi, Trichostrongylus axei) at a
relatively high level (APC = 1852) suggesting the herd has a good probability of exceeding nutritional carrying capacity . Abdominal worms (Setaria
y ehi) present in one deer and associated with a focal inflammation of the pericardial sac and lungs (pleuritis) . Gullet worms (Gongylonema pulchrum)
present but not considered important to herd health . Blood protozoans not detected . Arthropod parasites at levels commonly found on deer in the
Southeast .
Body weights were relatively high, however, physical condition ratings, kidney fat indices, and hematologic values were not remarkable . In
addition to lesions attributable to parasitism (noted above), pathologic studies disclosed a small scar in the heart muscle (myocardial fibrosis) and
erosions in the esophagus each in single deer . Serologic studies disclosed antibodies to the viruses that cause hemorrhagic disease (EHD and
bluetongue viruses) in four deer and suspicious serologic reactions to leptospirosis and parainfluenza in single deer . The remaining serologic tests
were negative . The serologic tests suggest substantial prior activity by the hemorrhagic disease viruses in the herd but this does not necessarily
mean clinical disease occurred .
An overview of these data is as follows : (1) the herd is probably near the upper limit or slightly exceeds nutritional carrying capacity based on
APC data, (2) although body weights are relatively high other physical condition parameters also suggest some nutritional stress, (3) the pathogenic
large lungworm is at a high prevalence and at a level where lungworm induced pneumonia is likely to begin to occur, (4) substantial activity by EHD
and/or bluetongue viruses has occurred in the herd, and these viruses are the most important infectious disease agents in deer, and (5) there is
indication that other infectious agents may be present on the area . Based on this information, the herd should not be allowed to i-ncrease beyond its
present level and if other parameters of herd health begin to decline a herd reduction would be advisable .

Table 1 .
Arthropod, helminth, and protozoan parasites of five white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) collected from Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge,
Washington County, Mississippi on September 12, 1986 .

ARTHROPODS
Animal Number
Age (years)
Sex
Weight (pounds)
Physical Condition
Kidney Fat Index
Packed Cell Volume
Hemoglobin

Location in Host
Subcutaneous
Brain
Circulatory
Lungs
Abdominal Cavity
Liver
Esophagus
Rumen
Abomasum
(APC = 644)

1
1
3-2
F
137
Fair+
12 .5
35 .0
13 .2

2
12
F
88
Good18 .9
40 .0
14 .5

3
12
M
121
Fair+
20 .5
39 .0
14 .6

HELMINTHS

Dictyocaulus viviparus
Lungworm larvae
Setaria yehi
Fascioloides magna

Apteragia odocoilei
Apteragia pursglovei
Ostertagia mossi
Trichostrongylus axei

4
32
F
125
Excellent
100 .0
46 .0
15 .2

Animal Number
Lice
Louse Flies
Ticks
Chiggers
Ear Mites
Nasal Bots

5
3,12
F
135
Good
46 .8
36 .0
12 .6

1

42
+

Number Of Parasites Per Deer
2
3
4

17

7
+
1

4

330
110

371
149

400
40

18

5

Range

4

4-42

1

5

619
221

1

202
606
152
20

2

3

4

5

Light

Light

Light

Light

7

13

4

5

Prevalence

14 .8

0-1
0-5

100%
40%
40%
20%

0-619
221-606
0-152
0-40

40%
100%
60%
40%

164 .2
385 .6
82 .2
12 .0

PROTOZOANS
Blood

Trypanosoma cervi

Average

20%

0 .4
1 .0

COMMENTS : Large lungworms ((Dictyocaulus viviparus) present at moderate to high levels in all deer and along with lungworm larvae associated with
mild to moderately severe lung damage (pleuritis, peribronchitis, bronchitis, pneumonia) in all deer . This level of lungworm infection is cause for
concern and suggests some losses to verminous pneumonia may be occurring in the herd . Liver flukes (Fascioloides magna) present in one deer and
associated with minor liver damage (hepatic fibrosis) . Abomasal parasites (Apteragia odocoilei, A . pursglovei, Ostertagia mossi, Trichostrongylus
present but not
axei) at a moderate level (APC = 644) suggesting the herd is near nutritional carrying capacity . Abdominal worms (Set aria +
considered important'to herd health at the levels encountered . Blood protozoans (Trypanosoma cervi) present but not considered pathogenic . Arthropod
parasites at levels commonly found on deer in the Southeast .
Physical condition ratings, body weights, kidney fat indices, and hematologic values variable among deer suggesting a considerable range in health
status of individual animals . In addition to lesions attributable to parasitism (noted above), pathologic studies disclosed a long standing
non-specific inflammation of the kidneys (nephritis) in one deer . Serologic studies revealed one deer with antibodies to epizootic hemorrhagic
disease (EHD) virus and two deer with suspicious reactions to parainfluenza-3 (PI3) virus . EHD virus produces hemorrhagic disease in deer and
serologic tests indicate prior viral activity in the herd but not necessarily clinical disease . Antibodies to PI-3 virus are found infrequently in
white-tailed deer but this agent has not been demonstrated to produce clinical disease in deer .
An overview of these data is as follows : (1) lungworm parasitism at levels sufficient to warrant concern for herd health, (2) indications that
the herd is near nutritional carrying capacity but with a considerable range in individual animal health, (3) evidence of prior activity by an
important viral agent in the herd, (4) the presence of liver flukes which can be a stressor if present in sufficient numbers, and (5) the general
appearance of a herd nearing the turning point in overall health status . Based on these findings it is recommended that the herd be held near its
present level and that the herd be monitored for deterioration in health status with emphasis on lungworm infections . Any substantial increase in the
herd would have a high probability of increased lungworm problems .

Table 2 . Results of serologic tests for selected diseases in five white-tailed
deer from Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge, Washington County, Mississippi on
September 12, 1986 .

1

2

Deer Number
3

4

5

Leptospi rosi s
(serotype pomona)
(serotype hardjo)
(serotype grippotyphosa)
(serotype icterohemorrhagiae)
(serotype canicola)

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Brucellosis

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Bovine virus diarrhea (BVD)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Susp

Neg

Neg

Susp

Neg

Epizootic hemorrhagic disease (EHD)

Pos

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Bluetongue (BT)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Disease

Parainfluenza3 (PI3)

Table 3 .
Lesions and pathologic conditions in five white-tailed deer from
Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge, Washington County, Mississippi on
September 12, 1986 .

Deer Number
2
3

Lesion/Condition
Fibrinous pleuritis
Peribronchitis/brochitis
Focal

+

pneumonia

Chronic focal hepatic fibrosis
Chronic interstitial nephritis

+

+

+

+

4

5

+

+

+
+
+

Table 2 . Results of serologic tests for selected diseases in five white-tailed
deer from Hillside National Wildlife Refuge, Holmes County, Mississippi on
September 9, 1986 .

Disease

1

2

Deer Number
3

4

5

Leptospirosis
(serotype pomona)
(serotype ardjo)
(serotype grippotyphosa)
(serotype icterohemorrhagiae)
(serotype canicola)

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Susp
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Brucellosis

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Bovine virus diarrhea (BVD)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Parainfluenza3 (P13)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Susp

Epizootic hemorrhagic disease (EHD)

Pos

Pos

Neg

Neg

Neg

Bluetongue (BT)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pos

Pos

Table 3 .
Lesions and pathologic conditions in five white-tailed deer from
Hillside National Wildlife Refuge, Holmes County, Mississippi on September 9,
1986 .

Lesion/Condition

1

Deer Number
2
3

4

Mild peribronchitis

+

+

+

Chronic/active

+

+

+

pleuritis

Focal myocardial

fibrosis

Esophageal erosion

5

+

+
+

deer (Od
Table 1 . Arthropod, helminth, and protozoan parasites of six white-tailed
.
Mississippi
on
September
10,
1986
Refuge, Yazoo County,

Animal Number
Age (years)
Sex
Weight (pounds)
Physical Condition
Kidney Fat Index
Pack Cell Volume
Hemoglobin

Location in Host
Subcutaneous
Brain
Circulatory
Lungs
Abdominal Cavity
Liver
Esophagus
Rumen
Abomasum
(APC=653)

1
3,12
F
135
Fair
9 .9
35 .0
11 .2

4 12
F
135
Fair
7 .9
40 .0
13 .2

3
31,,
F
115
Fair
23 .7
39 .0
13 .7

4

1 ,1 2
F
110
Fair+
32 .4
41 .0
13 .6

HELMINTHS

Dictyocaulus viviparus
Protostrongylid larvae
Setaria yehi
Gongylonema pulchrum
Gongylonema verrucosum
Apteragia odocoilei
Apteragia pursglovei
Ostertagia mossi
Trichostrongylus axei

PROTOZOANS
Blood

5
32
F
115
Fair+
11 .4
30 .0
10 .1

6
12
F
95
Fair
4 .0
41 .0
13 .7

1

2

6
Light
288
144
48

Number of Para
2
3

5

6

95
425
40

3
716
668
96
20

Comments : Large lungworms (
(Parelahostrongylus anderso
damage (pleuritis, bronchiti
(Apteragia odocoilei, A- u<r
nutritional carrying capacit,
important to herd health at
Physical condition ratin,'
Pathologic studies disclosed
dermatitis, and a mild nonsp(
severity or prevalence to wai
virus and bluetongue virus, I
occurrence of these viruses i
An overview of these date
health ; (2) indications that
activity by three viral agent
appearance of a relatively he
its present level without unc
increases in the population H

Table 2 . Results of serologic tests for selected diseases in six white-tailed deer from
Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, Yazoo County, Mississippi, on September 10, 1986 .

1

2

Deer Number
3

4

5

6

Le .ptospi rosi s
(serotype pomona)
(serotype hardjo)
(serotype grippotyphosa)
(serotype icterohemorrhagiae)
(serotype canicola)

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg

Brucellosis

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR)

Neg

Neg

'Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Bovine virus diarrhea (BVD)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Parainfluenza3 (P13)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pos

Neg

Neg

Epizootic hemorrhagic disease (EHD)

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pos

Neg

Bluetongue (BT)

Neg

Neg

Pos

Neg

Neg

Neg

Disease

Table 3 .
Lesions and pathologic conditions in six white-tailed deer from
Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, Yazoo County, Mississippi, on
September 10, 1986 .

Lesion/Condition

1

2

Deer Number
3
4
+

Fibrinous pleuritis
Bronchitis/peribronchitis
Focal verminous pneumonia

+

+

+

+

+

Fibrinous peritonitis

+

+

+
+

+

Insect bite dermatitis
Infectious cutaneous

fibroma

Healed fracture (right cannon bone)

+
+

GUI_
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Regional Director, Atlanta, Ga .
Hunting and fishing activities on uawly acquired refuges

Area Managers, Jacksonville, Asheville and Jackson
It is vitally important that we activate new National Wildlife refuges
with the least poscible adverse impact on local hunting and fishing
Closing an area to public use ir;ediately ;;! yen acquired
activities .
for refuge purposes may, and often does, (1) lack, motives for consei-va-tion of wildlife ; (2) cause a loss of hunting opportunity ; ( 3 ) create
enforcement problems ; and (4) in general, make a lot of people very
angry .
Opening a National Wildlife refuge to hunting or fishing quires a
Negative Declaration with an Environmental Assess -meat, a plan approved
by the Director, pro gram concurrence by the State, and the publi~•~ti :n;

of the rule:naking document in the L'ederal

Rn5s

to all legal constraints and responsibilities

inter . Lards beco ;°ae subject
tt t •ins of a . ;u'sitiozn fc:

refuge purposes . F.ouever, refugee are functional only when adequate
lands have been acquireed, boundary posting has been accompiishcd, and
public use plans have, been picpareri and approved .

In Region 4, Area Off ices or their designees will prepare interim plans
and the other required documents, as applicable, for fishing and for

upland game, big -an e, c terfowl, arid. other migratory bird hunting prior
to or i=cdiately following acquisition of Ends for a n .:w refu e . All
procedures necessary for ovening a refu,;e to hunting or fi hIin7 rust be
"Ho less details -, ay he required for interim documents .
followed . ;,-ever,
These interim plans should reconnnend fishing and resident gpn-.e hunting
in accordance with State renuiatio ..s . The Dial should also open 40% of
the refuge to waterfowl hunting . Any deviation from this procedure
should be brought to the attention of the Regional Director in a timely
manner .
This interim action should eliminate any necessity to close newly acquired
areas until the refuge is full ; operational, populations fully analyzed,
and public meetings held . After these events and actions have taken place,
interim plans will be updated to comply full -, with (1) policy update on
hunting, (2) requirements on cnviroameutal ass s .g n o, and (3) conpiiance
with FLT for IuR . Updated plan data nay indicate needed changes in aeason
length, numbers of hunters permitted, issuance of permits, or other typo
restrictions .
Exceptions to this procedure may occur when there is sufficient time

between the ccquinition crate of a functional size unit and the state
hunting and fishing season dates to allow for refuge posting, preparation

of long-range public use plans, and public meetings to officially
open the refuge to public use . Newly acquired refuses should not
be posted until fishing and hunting plans have been prepared, and
appropriate actions (described above) have been consummated .
You are reminded that additional considerations, such as Section 7
of the Endangered Species Act, also impact on all proposed actions
on Service lands .
:here is no intent by this action to eliminate
those requirements . We simply want to facilitate a smooth transition
from private land ownership (with attendant State resource management
agency hunting and fishing regulations) to National Wildlife Refuge
status .
We will be looking at ways and means to facilitate similar procedures
for other forms of public use . You will be advised of our progress .

taw
PGVAnDyck :CJLankford :g
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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

LocationandGeneral Description
Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, a recent_ addition to
the National Wildlife Refuge System, is located in west central
Mississippi within the Mississippi/Yazoo River alluvial plain .
The refuge currently occupies 14,248 acres in the Yazoo Backwater Area along the Will M . Whittington Auxiliary Channel in
Yazoo County between Lake George and the Yazoo River . Panther
Swamp is about 4 miles east of Holly Bluff, Mississippi, and
about the same distance southwest of Yazoo City, Mississippi .
Additional land acquisition for Panther Swamp Refuge is planned .
The Sharkey and Forestdale soils of the area are high in natural

fertility and retain water for long periods of time . Surface
textures are clay and silty clay loam . Topography is level to
gently sloping with maximum land elevations seldom reaching 95
feet above mean sea level . Drainage in Panther Swamp is
primarily through Deep Bayou, Wade Bayou, Panther Creek, and
their tributaries . All drainage is into Lake George .
The climate is humid sub-tropical with an average annual temperature of 64 .8 degrees . Mean annual rainfall is 51 .8. inches .
Winter rains, November through April, account for 30 inches of
the annual total . Mississippi Delta economy is centered around
specialized plantation agriculture with soybeans and cotton as
principal crops .
B.

Habitat and Wildlife
Historically, the Mississippi/Yazoo Basin produced an abundance
of diverse fish and wildlife resources . The clearing of bottom-

land hardwood forests in this century to produce agricultural
crops has resulted in a drastic decline in these high quality
resources . Refuge habitat types are dominated by bottomland
hardwood forests interspersed with bald cypress/tupelo sloughs
and "brakes" (Type 7 wetlands) and shallow depressions characterized'by buttonbush, water elm, swamp privet, and willow
(Type 6 wetlands) . Dominant forest species include cottonwood,
willow, and sycamore along streambanks ; sweetgum, green ash,
sugarberry, American elm, and Nuttall oak on the intermediate
flats ; and willow, water, overcup, and swamp chestnut oak, and
bitter pecan on the low lying first bottom flats .
The fauna is diverse with many popular and important species
present . Refuge wetlands are noted for large numbers of wintering
waterfowl . Mallard, wood duck, wigeon, green-winged teal, and
gadwall are the most numerous migratory waterfowl, but many

other species of ducks are common .
These waterfowl have
historically utilized refuge wetlands and flooded hardwood
forests for resting and feeding .
In addition, this area
serves in an important production role for wood ducks .
The principal resident game species are fox and gray squirrel,
white-tailed deer, eastern wild turkey, raccoon, and swamp and
cottontail rabbit .
Fur bearing species of the area include
beaver, nutria, raccoon, muskrat, mink, otter, weasel, spotted
and striped skunk, and bobcat .
Non-game wildlife is also abundant
on the refuge . Mississippi State University listed 46 species of
mammals, 168 species of birds, and 83 species of herpetofauna in
the Yazoo Backwater Area in their Environmental Inventory &
Assessment of the Yazoo Pump Study .
The American alligator
is found extensively in the Yazoo Backwater Area, and considerable
acreage of suitable habitat exists in Panther Swamp . Although
neither the southern bald eagle nor the American peregrine
falcon have been observed in the Panther Swamp area in recent
years, both are winter migrants of the Yazoo Basin . Sloughs,
streams, beaver impoundments, and other refuge wetlands provide only a limited amount of fish habitat except during high
water periods when concentrations of fish may be high in suitable areas . Species may include any of the fishes common to
the Mississippi or Yazoo Rivers .
C.

RefugeDevelopment
As a recent addition to the NWR System, no development has
An extensive road system
been carried out on Panther Swamp .
exists on the refuge that consists of unimproved logging and
hunting roads .
Pratically all of these roads are impassable
throughout the wet season without 4-wheel drive or all terrain
vehicles . The east and west levees of the Whittington Auxilary
Channel, which are passable year-round, bisect upper and lower
refuge units . A number of hunting cabins are present in varying
states of removal .
Development feasibility for two water control structures,
four access roads, four boat launching ramps, an interpretive
driving and/or walking trail, and an off-site headquarters
complex is under study at the time of this writing . Some
existing roads may be improved to meet access needs .
All
existing buildings and structures will be removed .

D.

RefugeObjectives,
Specific refuge objectives have not yet been established .
NWR System objectives and FWS intent during the acquisition
period, however, clearly indicate our primary goals to be
endangered species preservation and enhancement, waterfowl

protection . and habitat preservation and improvement, bottomland
hardwood habitat preservation, and provision of substantial
opportunities for wildlife oriented public use .

II .

Hunting Proposal and Justification_
The proposal will allow regulated sport hunting within the
framework set forth by the State of Mississippi through the
issuance of annual regulations which establish open seasons,
season lengths, daily bag and possession limits, shooting
hours, time and area closures, and other species management
provisions . Hunts will be further controlled by the operation of
hunter information/check stations, by field observations and bag
checks, and by designated access points and vehicles limitations .
Time and space scheduling and/or zoning may be employed if circumstances justify such action to buffer conflicting refuge uses .
Small game hunting is proposed for the following species :
gray and fox squirrel, raccoon, cottontail and swamp rabbit,
opossum and beaver . Based on quantitative and qualitative
measures of habitats present on the refuge, and on population
parameters of proposed species, annual hunting seasons can be
legitimately and properly employed to consume that segment of the
population referred to as the "annual surplus ." Other small
animal species may be included in the small game category at a
later date if key habitat and/or population elements are exhibited
and if substantial recreational opportunity can be provided .
A huntable population of white-tailed deer exists on the refuge
and, annual harvest will be necessary to maintain the herd
and its supporting habitat in a desirable and healthy status .
State recommendations on season lengths and harvest quotas will
be used as a base for the establishment of annual deer hunting
regulations . A determination will be made on the status of the
eastern wild turkey in the Panther Swamp area with management
recommendations forthcoming .
The planned action also proposes to open certain refuge lands
to the hunting of migratory waterfowl . At least 60 percent of
the refuge will remain closed to waterfowl hunting . The closed
areas will provide ample sanctuary for ducks to rest and feed .
Hunting will be allowed within the state framework in the remaining portion during the morning hours only . The hunt
plan proposes the mandatory use of steel shot and a daily
hunter check in/out policy . Other migratory birds, particularly
woodcock, snipe, and rails, may be included in future hunt
plans if sufficient recreational opportunity and demand exist .
State bag and possession limits apply for all species .

A.

Small Game

Administration of Small Game Hunt
Data on small game hunts will be obtained through field observations and
bag checks and by volunteer reports to hunter information stations .
Camping may be allowed at designated sites if a need for this activity
is demonstrated relative to hunter use of Panther Swamp Refuge .
Vehicle operation on refuge lands will be restricted to designated roads .
Off-road vehicles will be confined to those roads open to two-wheel drive
vehicles .
Data
Population, public use, and harvest estimates apply to lands under
current FWS ownership . It is estimated that Panther Swamp Refuge woodlands support an average of one squirrel per acre, or + 14,000 . Squirrel
numbers, however, fluctuate considerably with mast availability and changes
in weather conditions . According to the Mississippi Mail Survey of Game
Harvest for 1976-77, squirrel hunters in a 13 county area that includes
Yazoo County required an average 10 .68 days afield to fill an average
season bag of 25 .36 squirrels .
Delta woodlands and field borders are conducive to high rabbit populations .
Rabbit hunting ranks fourth in popularity among Mississippi hunters, and
a moderate demand for this activity is anticipated .
Few serious attempts at accurately estimating the density of raccoon
populations have been reported . Population density estimates from different
areas of the United States range from one animal per 16 acres to one per 10
acres . Raccoon densities are considered high throughout remaining woodlands
in the Yazoo Basin and are estimated at one animal per 10-12 acres . Therefore,
the fall population is estimated at 1,300 . Beaver are abundant
throughout Panther Swamp as evidenced by timber damage and by numerous
dams and lodges .
Estimated Hunter Participation and Harvest
Based on squirrel hunter use and harvest data collected on similar bottomland hardwood tracts, hunter participation can be expected to range from
100 to 250, and annual harvest should fall between 1,500 and 3,000 during
average to high density years . From 60 to 100 rabbit hunters are expected
to harvest 1,100 + rabbits per season . Participation in the raccoon hunt

should range from 20 to 60 resulting in approximately 400 hunter use days .
Considering the Mississippi daily bag limit of 4 raccoons, an annual harvest
of between 225 to 350 is likely . Although beaver are abundant, harvest is
expected to be incidental to more popular species bags . The same applies
for opossum .
Justification
This proposal will provide substantial outdoor recreational opportunities
to the public in a region where sport hunting is a principal recreational
pursuit . It will also allow the harvest of a renewable resource without
adverse long-term impacts on refuge natural resources .
B.

Big Game

Administration of Big Game Hunt
Deer kills must be checked in at an established refuge information/check
station, or at refuge headquarters . Policy on camping and vehicle use
would be the same as for small game hunts .
Data
The highly fertile soils of the Mississippi/Yazoo Basin produce some
of the highest quality white-tailed deer habitat in the southeast .
Population, public use, and harvest estimates apply to lands
under current FWS ownership . Panther Swamp habitat has the capacity
to support one deer per 12-15 acres . Deer density at the present
time is estimated at one deer per 18-20 acres, or a fall population
of 700 to 800 deer on refuge lands . Optimum deer density from a
refuge management standpoint would be in the neighborhood of one
deer per 20 acres . During the 1976-77 hunting season, prior to FWS
acquistion of 14,248 acres in Panther Swamp, 15 private hunting clubs
required 4,934 days afield to harvest 241 deer in the 24,000 acre swamp .
Estimated Hunter Participation and Harvest
Based on traditional hunter use of Panther Swamp, the popularity of
hunting in the Mississippi Delta, and, the amount of public land
available to hunters in western and central Mississippi, projected
deer hunter participation in refuge hunts is between 200 and 350
hunters . The present population level and 1,600 to 2,600 projected
hunter days indicate a harvest of from 90 to 150 deer . Crippling loss
would increase the kill by another 10 to 15 percent .

Justification
This proposal will provide substantial outdoor recreational opportunities
to the public in a region where sport hunting is a principal recreational
pursuit .
As evidenced by deer harvest data, deer density in Panther Swamp is high .
Prior to FWS acquisition, liberal hunting seasons and a considerable amount
Continued
of illegal harvest kept the Panther Swamp deer herd in check .
the
habitat
needed
to
maintain
the
herd
within
liberal hunts are
carrying capacity .
C.

Migratory Birds

Administration of Waterfowl Hunt
A permit system requiring hunters to check in/out at an established
station would be required to gather accurate harvest data . Policy on
camping and vehicle use would be the same as for small game and big
game hunts .
Data
Winter waterfowl use is highly dependent on the degree of flooding
in the Panther Swamp area . During years when flooding is within the
normal range, waterfowl use peaks at approximately 100,000 ducks .
Waterfowl use days are in the range of from 5 to 7 million annually .
About 70 percent of wintering waterfowl using the refuge are mallards .
Wood ducks, teal, wigeon, and pintail are other notable species .
The status of woodcock, snipe, and rails on the refuge is largely unknown . At such time that sufficient recreational opportunity and demand
for hunting these species is determined, consideration will be given to
a refuge hunt .
Estimated Hunter Participation and Harvest
For the 1977-78 waterfowl season, 4,248 state duck stamps were sold in
.Yazoo,
Hinds, and Madison Counties . Since a notable portion of the
.
quality waterfowl habitat in this three county area occurs in Panther
Swamp it is estimated that 50% of Yazoo and Madison County duck hunters
will hunt on the new refuge along with an equal number of Hinds County hunters .
Participation from outside the three county area is expected to be somewhat
limited . The total number of duck hunters expected on the refuge is from
500 to 700 annually . According to the Mississippi Mail Survey of Game
Harvest for 1976-77, Delta waterfowl hunters averaged 8 .9 days afield
and bagged a mean of 23 .6 ducks for the .season . Based on the above data
and assumptions, and taking into consideration the planned 22 halfday hunts for the 1979-80 season, a logical estimate of hunter use would
be from 2,000 to 3,000 hunter days annually . The expected harvest is
5,000 to 7,000 ducks . A crippling loss of'20 percent, or about 1,200
ducks, is expected .

Justification
Historically ; Panther Swamp has been a noted and popular waterfowl
hunting area . It is desirable to continue this activity, although with
greater restrictions, in order to provide public hunting opportunities
and to utilize a renewable resource .
Sixty percent of the refuge will be maintained as a sanctuary for feeding
and resting while the remainder will be open to hunting within the
state framework during the morning hours only .
III .

Interrelationship With Other Projects or Programs
Program design and management for Panther Swamp Refuge will
focus on migratory waterfowl protection and habitat improvement .
The proposal is not expected to have any significant impact on
these objectives . A minimum of 60 percent of the refuge will
be maintained as a waterfowl sanctuary throughout the waterfowl
hunting season . Waterfowl hunting on the remaining portion of
the refuge will be within statewide framework and subject to
annual migratory bird hunting regulations designed to limit the
harvest of migratory birds to desirable levels .
The endangered American alligator is known to occur on Panther
Swamp Refuge, and the southern bald and the American peregrine
falcon may be occasional winter visitors . Although potential does
exist for conflicts between the hunting program and endangered
species, the disturbance level is expected to be minimal and below
that of similar non-refuge habitats in the Yazoo Basin .
Sport fishing and hunting activities will overlap to some degree,
particularly during the fall period . No conflicts of any consequence are expected, however, because of the nature of habitats
present and the time span between peak use periods for these
activities .
The demand for non-consumptive wildlife oriented public use in
Panther Swamp is presently low and is expected to increase only
moderately during the foreseeable future . Limited demand for
wildlife/nature observation, photography, and study is expected .
No conflicts of any consequence are expected to occur . Should
a serious melee arise, consideration will be given to time and
space scheduling and/or zoning .
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Abstract
Description of Proposed Action
It is proposed that Panther Swamp NWR be opened to waterfowl and
-resident game hunting . . Seasons will be within the framework set
forth by the State of Mississippi and will serve to provide a wide
range of benefits to the public .
Impacts of the Proposed Action
Substantial long-term benefits of the proposed action will be increased
recreational opportunities available to the public and effective
management of prolific game populations present on the refuge . The
possibility of adversely affecting protected or endangered species will
be increased by the proposal, and some crippling loss of waterfowl
and deer will be evident .
Alternatives Considered
A . No Action
B . Reduction in Size of Area Open and in Length of Seasons
C . Increase in Size of Area Open and

in Length of Seasons
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I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
A.

Proposal_
The Fish and Wildlife Service, U .S . Department of the Interior,
proposes that Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge be opened
to waterfowl and resident game hunting . The proposal calls for
refugewide hunting of resident game and waterfowl hunting within
40 percent of the refuge .
Public hunting on units of the National Wildlife Refuge System
is an acceptable and desirable form of wildlife-oriented public
recreation which may be permitted, provided it is compatible
with the objectives for which the refuge was established and is
administered . Although specific refuge objectives have not yet
been established for Panther Swamp Refuge, NWR System objectives
and FWS intent during the acquisition period clearly indicates
our primary goals to be endangered species preservation and
enhancement, waterfowl protection and habitat preservation and
improvement, preservation of bottomland hardwood habitats, and
provision of substantial opportunities for wildlife-oriented
public use . It has been demonstrated that hunting can be used
as a means to : provide recreational activities, utilize renewable resources, regulate wildlife populations, teach and provide
for the development of woodslore, wildlife appreciation, and
sportsmanship .
The proposal will allow regulated sport hunting within the
framework set forth by the state of Mississippi through the
issuance of annual regulations which establish open seasons,
season lengths, daily bag and possession limits, shooting hours,
time and area closures, and other species management provisions .
Hunts will be further controlled by the operation of hunter
information/check stations, by field observations and bag checks,
and be designated access points and vehicle limitations . Time
and space scheduling and/or zoning may be employed if circumstances justify such action to buffer conflicting refuge uses .
State bag and possession limits will apply for all species .
Small game hunting is proposed for the following species : gray
and fox squirrel, raccoon, cottontail and swamp rabbit, opossum,
and beaver . Based on quantitative and qualitative measures of
habitats present on the refuge, and on population parameters of

r

proposed species, annual hunting seasons can be legitimately
and properly employed to consume that segment of the population
referred to as the "annual surplus" . Other small animal species
may be included in the small game category at a later date if
key habitat and/or population elements are exhibited and if
substantial recreational opportunity can be provided .
The Panther Swamp deer population is of sufficient size to offer
substantial hunter opportunity, and annual harvest will be
necessary to maintain the herd and its supporting habitat in a
desirable and healthy status . State recommendations on season
lengths and harvest quotas will be used as a base for the
establishment of annual deer hunting regulations . A determination will be made on the status of the eastern wild turkey i n
the Panther Swamp area with management recommendations forthcoming .
The planned action also proposes to open certain refuge lands
to the hunting of migratory waterfowl . Sixty percent of the
refuge will remain closed to waterfowl hunting . The closed area
will provide ample sanctuary for ducks to rest and feed . Hunting
will be allowed within the state framework in the remaining portion during the morning hours only . The hunt plan proposes the
mandatory use of steel shot and a daily hunter check in/out policy .
Other migratory birds particularly woodcock, snipe, and rails, may
be included in future hunt plans if sufficient recreational opportunity and demand exist .
B.

Purpose
The intent of the proposed action is to provide the broadest
range of benefits for the using public within the scope of primary
refuge objectives and to administer public use programs in a
positive manner to assure the welfare of all refuge resources .

C.

Hunt Administration
Annual operation and maintenance cost of the proposed program
is estimated to be $16,470 which includes the cost of 110 days
of law enforcement effort . An initial capital investment of
$21,720 for vehicles and equipment would also be required
(Panther Swamp NWR Hunt Plan, October 1978) .
A permit system will be employed for the waterfowl hunts as needed
to obtain pertinent biological and public use data . It is felt
that sufficient data on resident game hunts can be obtained through
field observations and bag checks, operation of information/check
stations during the deer gun hunt, and through volunteer reports
to refuge personnel .

Camping may be allowed at designated sites if a need for this
activity is demonstrated relative to hunter use of Panther
Swamp Refuge . Vehicle operation on refuge lands will be restricted to designated
roads . Off-road vehicles will be confined to those roads open
to two-wheel drive vehicles .
D.

Inter-relationship With Other Projects or Programs
Program design and management for Panther Swamp Refuge will focus
on migratory waterfowl protection and habitat improvement . The
proposal is not expected to have any significant impact on these
objectives . A minimum of 60 percent of the refuge will be maintained as a waterfowl sanctuary throughout the waterfowl hunting
season . Waterfowl hunting on the remaining portion of the refuge
will be limited to the morning hours only during the statewide
season and subject to annual migratory bird hunting regulations
designed to limit the harvest of migratory birds to desirable
levels .
The endangered American alligator is known to occur on Panther
Swamp Refuge, and the Southern bald eagle and the American peregrine
falcon may be occasional winter visitors . Although potential does
exist for conflicts between the hunting program and endangered
species, the disturbance level is expected to be minimal and below
that of similar non-refuge habitats in the Yazoo Basin .
Sport fishing and hunting activities will overlap to some degree,
particularly during the fall period . No conflicts of any consequence are expected, however, because of the nature of habitats
present and the time span between peak use periods for these
activities .
The demand for non-consumptive wildlife-oriented public use in
Panther Swamp is presently low and is expected to increase only
moderately during the foreseeable future . Some demand for
wildlife/nature observation, photography, and study is expected .
No conflicts of any consequence are expected to occur . Should
a serious melee arise, consideration will be given to time and
space scheduling and/or zoning .

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
A.

Location and General

Description

Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, a recent addition to
the National Wildlife Refuge System, is located in west central
Mississippi within the Mississippi/Yazoo River alluvial plain' .

I
The refuge currently occupies J4-24C acres in the Yazoo Backwater Area along the Will M . Whittington Auxiliary Channel in
Yazoo County between Lake George and the Yazoo River .
Panther
Swamp is about 4 miles east of Holly Bluff, Mississippi, and
about the same distance southwest of Yazoo City, Mississippi .
Additional land aquisition for Panther Swamp Refuge is planned .
The Sharkey and Forestdale soils of the area are high in natural
fertility and retain water for long periods of time .
Surface
textures are clay and silty clay loam . Topography is level to
gently sloping with maximum land elevations seldom reaching 95
feet above mean sea level .
Drainage in Panther Swamp is
primarily through Deep Bayou, Wade Bayou, Panther Creek, and
their tributaries .
All drainage is into Lake George .
The climate is humid sub-tropical with an average annual tempe+°ature of 64 .8 degrees . Mean annual rainfall is 51 .8 inches .
Winter rains, November through April, account for 30 inches of
the annual total . Mississippi Delta economy is centered around
specialized plantation agriculture with soybeans and cotton as
principal crops .
HabitatandWildlife
Historically, the Mississippi/Yazoo Basin produced an abundance .
The clearing of bottomof diverse fish and wildlife resources .
land hardwood forests in this century to produce agricultural
crops has resulted in a drastic decline in these high quality
Refuge habitat types are .dominated by bottomland
resources .
hardwood forests interpersed with bald cypress/tupelo sloughs
and "brakes" (Type 7 wetlands) and shallow depressions chary
acterized by buttonbush, water elm, swamp privet, and willow
.D
(Type 6 wetlands) .
Dominant forest species include cottonwood,
willow, and sycamore along streambanks ;-swetttjtam, green ash,
sugarberry, A
ican elm,
nd
tj
pak on the intermediaflats ; andf wi'1 ow,'wwater ; ov€*rp,
d`zwa.mp ches-tiu-t--a.aks, and
fitter pecan ii the ow lying first,bottom flats .
The fauna is diverse with many popular and important species
present . Refuge wetlands are noted for large numbers of wintering
waterfowl . Mallard, wood duck, wigeon, pintail, green-winged teal,
and gadwall are the most numerous migratory waterfowl, but many
other species of ducks are common . These waterfowl have historically utilized refuge wetlands and flooded hardwood forests for
resting and feeding .
The principal resident game species are fox and gray squirrel,
white-tailed deer, eastern wild turkey, raccoon, and swamp and
cottontail rabbits . Fur bearing species of the area include
beaver, nutria, raccoon, muskrat, mink', otter, weasel, spotted

Non-game wildlife is also abundant
and striped skunk, and bobcat .
Mississippi State University listed 46 species of
on the refuge .
mammals, 168 species of birds, and 83 species of herpetofauna in
the Yazoo Backwater area in their Environmental Inventory and
Assessment of the Yazoo Area Pump Study .
The American alligator
is found extensively in the Yazoo Backwater Area, and considerable
acreage of suitable habitat exists in Panther Swamp .
Although
neither the southern bald eagle nor the American peregrine falcon
have been observed in the Panther Swamp area in recent years,
both are winter migrants of the Yazoo Basin .
Sloughs, streams,
beaver impoundments, and other refuge wetlands provide only a
limited amount of fish habitat except during high water periods
when concentrations of fish may be high in suitable areas . Species
may include any of the fishes common to the Mississippi or Yazoo
Rivers .
C.

Existing Human Uses
Before aquisition, primary human uses of the refuge
timber management, hunting, fishing, and trapping .
use in recent years has been dictated by leased and
owned hunting camps whose primary interest has been
waterfowl hunting .

D.

were
Wildlife
privately
deer and

Cultural Resources
A cultural resources survey has not yet been conducted on
Panther Swamp Refuge .
There are no sites on the refuge or
within the proposed acquisition area that are listed in the
National Register of Historic Places or designated as a
National Natural Landmark .

E.

RefugeDevelopment
As a recent addition to the NWR System, no development has
been carried out on Panther Swamp . An extensive road system
exists on the refuge that consists of unimproved logging and
hunting roads .
Pratically all of these roads are impassable
,throughout the wet season without 4-wheel drive or all terrain
vehicles .
The east and west levees of the Whittington Auxilary
Channel, which are passable year-round, bisect upper and lower
refuge units .
A number of hunting cabins are present in varying
states of removal .
Development feasibility for two water control structures, four
access roads, four boat launching ramps, an interpretive
driving and/or walking trail, and an off-site headquarters
complex is understudy at the time of this writing . Some
existing roads may be improved to meet access needs . All
existing buildings and structures will be removed .

III .

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF Ti
A.

PROPOSED ACTION

Impact on Wildlife
Hunting on Panther Swamp NWR will enable the Service to
carry out a sound, effective wildlife management program
and at the same time increase the range of benefits made
available to the public within the scope of objectives for
which the refuge was established . That portion of specified
game populations referred to as the "annual surplus"
will be made available to the using public through a
regulated, annual hunting program designed to both
utilize and maintain Panther Swamp wildlife resources
for the benefit of humr :ns . Direct impacts of refuge
hunts on subject species will be monitored through the
collection of harvest data . Data sources will include
field observations and bag checks, operation of field information/check stations, voluntary reports to refuge
personnel, and a mandatory permit system employed for waterfowl hunts .
Peak waterfowl concentrations on Panther Swamp are expected to range from 75,000 to 100,000 birds . Between
5,000,000 and 7,000,000 use days are expected . Total
annual use days by waterfowl are expected to increase in
response to projected management programs . An estimated 5000 to
7,000 ducks would be harvested annually during refuge hunts .
Mallards should comprise approximately 70% of the total
harvest . A 20% crippling rate would result in the loss of
1,200 additional ducks . Waterfowl hunting will create
some disturbance to resting and feeding ducks on the
area open to hunting . However, waterfowl hunting would
be restricted to 40% or less of the total management unit,
and then allowed during the morning hours only within the
statewide season . Steel shot will be required . The remaining larger portion of the refuge harbors a number of
attractive resting and feeding sites . No significant longterm adverse impacts to the waterfowl resource are expected
to occur as a result of the proposal .
Deer density at the present time is estimated at one deer
per 18-20 acres, or a fall population of 700 to 800 deer on
refuge lands . The present population level and projected
hunter use days indicate a harvest of from 90 to 120 deer .
Crippling loss could further increase the kill by another
10-15 percent . As evidenced by deer harvest data from
Panther Swamp hunts in recent years (Panther Swamp NWR Hunt
Plan, October 1978), population density is high . The most
apparent impact on the Panther Swamp deer herd will be
that of maintaining the herd at a manageable level
within the ability of the range to support deer . Said
differently, the capability of effectively managing
the herd will be possible by the proposed action .

Anything less than a liberal deer hunting policy on Panther
Swamp Refuge could result in a serious reduction of range
carring capacity with ensuing long-term adverse effects . A
negligible amount of waterfowl disturbance will be associated
with deer hunts .
It is estimated that refuge woodlands support an average of
one squirrel per acre, or + 14,000 . Annual harvest should
range from 1,500 to 3,000 during average to high density
years . A rabbit harvest of about 1,100 is expected annually .
Few serious attempts at accurately estimating the density of
raccoon populations have been reported . Available harvest
data generally indicates greater relative abundance in bottomland hardwood habitats . Raccoon harvest will probably fall
between 225 and 350 . Opossum and beaver harvest should be
negligible .
The likelihood of accidental or intentional harassment or harm
to protected animals will be increased by the hunting
program . Timber resources would benefit from the proposal to
the extent that beaver numbers are controlled .
B.

Impact on Endangered Species
Three species, the American alligator, the southern bald eagle,
and the American peregrine falcon, could be adversely affected by
the proposal . Should any wintering eagles or falcons be in'the
Panther Swamp vicinity during a waterfowl hunt period, some
disturbance could occur . Disturbance should be minimal due to
the spacial and temporal zoning of the hunt and to the relatively
closed canopy characteristic of Panther Swamp-wetlands . The
possibility of a shooting incident, however, cannot be ruled
out . Spencer (1976) demonstrated that crippled waterfowl provide
an important food source for migrant and wintering bald eagles .
The inevitable crippled waterfowl resulting from the refuge
hunt will provide a highly vulnerable food source for migrating
or wintering eagles .
The majority of the hunting season will take place after
alligators become inactive . Therefore, the probability of a
disturbance or shooting incident would be most likely during
the period from October through early November . Raccoons
are known to be important alligator nest predators . To the
extent that refuge hunting exerts control on raccoon numbers,
it would enhance the potential for alligator nesting success .

C.

Impact on Vegetation
A minor amount of vegetative cover will be damaged or trampled
Damage should be negligable and restricted
during refuge hunts .
The use
to small trees, shrub, and ground level vegetation .
of off road vehicles that often excessively destroy vegetation
will be prohibited .
Heavy public use from hunting activities would increase the
hazard of wildfire .
If camping is allowed the likelihood of
fire would be further increased . A number of small trees
around camping sites would be cut for firewood .

D.

Impact on Public Use
Sport fishing and hunting activities will overlap to some
degree, particularly during the fall period . No conflicts
of any consequence are expected, however, because of the
nature of habitats present and the time span between peak
use periods for these activities . Non-consumptive public use
of the refuge is presently low due to access limitations and
a general lack of interest in the area for activities such as
nature study and photography . Only a moderate increase in these
activities is expected, and no serious conflicts between the
refuge hunt and non-consumptive users are expected .

E.

Impact on the Human Environment
The consumptive use of wildlife on Panther Swamp National
Wildlife Refuge will be offensive to that segment of our
society who question the morality of taking the life of a
fellow creature . Hunting by others is considered a
beneficial recreational pursuit . It has been demonstrated
many times over that the consumptive use of wildlife,
when properly managed, has no adverse effect on the longterm well being of fish or wildlife populations or
their habitats . In many cases,_ the annual removal of surplus
individuals of wild populations is necessary to avoid the serious
impacts of abused habitat, malnutrition, and exposure to disease .
A majority of those expected to hunt on the refuge reside
within a 50 mile radius . Expenditures made in the Yazoo
City area for hunting equipment and supplies, food, and
gasoline should represent a substantial boost to the local
economy .
It is probable that trespassing over private lands to reach
Panther Swamp, a problem long withstanding, will increase until
adequate access to the refuge is provided for the public .
Littering will increase on the refuge as a result of the hunting
activities .

IV . MITIGATION MEASURES INCLUDED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION
Waterfowl hunting would be limited to one-half day hunts
on 40 percent or less of the refuge during the statewide
season . This partial closure and the remainder of the refuge
area which is closed to waterfowl hunting will provide feeding
and resting areas for waterfowl with minimal disturbance from
hunting activities . The steel shot requirement for waterfowl
hunting will lessen the hazard of lead poisoning in waterfowl
utilizing refuge wetlands .
The public will be informed of the protected status of endangered
species inhabiting the refuge by way of refuge leaflets and
through news releases to local newspapers . A law enforcement
effort of approximately 110 man days/year will help to insure
compliance with hunt regulations .
Restrictions on vehicle use will minimize damage to refuge
vegetation and will protect remote sections of the refuge
from frequent and undesirable disturbance .
V . UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS
The opening of up to 40 percent of the refuge to waterfowl
hunting may result in less use of the hunted area by waterfowl
and other water birds than if a no hunting policy were adopted .
Some crippling loss will be evident .
Non-target species may be killed as a result of the proposed
action . This represents a minor impact except in the case of
an endangered species .
A minor amount of vegetative cover will be damaged or trampled
during refuge hunts . It is probable that trespassing over private
lands to reach Panther Swamp will increase until adequate
access is provided for the public .
Littering and the hazard of wildfire will be increased as a
result of the proposed activities .

VI .

LONG-TERM VS . SHORT-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
Long-term impacts of the proposed action are expected to be
favorable and in the best interest of the public and of
Panther Swamp wildlife resources . Substantial long-term benefits
of the proposed action will be increased recreational opportunities
available to the public and sound, effective management of Panther
Swamp wildlife populations .
Since the proposal involves a renewable resource, values lost or
degraded in return for the anticipated benefits of long-term
productivity will be minor .

VII . IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES
Individual animals removed as a result of the hunting
program may be considered irretrievable commitments of natural
resources . Because we are dealing with a renewable resource, and
many of the same individuals would be lost to the population
without the proposed program, this short-term commitment is
negligible .
VIII . ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION
A.

No Action
Under the no action alternative renewable wildlife resources
could not be utilized, and many recreational opportunities
would be lost to the public . Opportunities for wildlife and
enivornmental education and appreciation would also be
reduced . The no action alternative would result in a
substantial loss of wildlife enjoyment to the lower Yazoo`Basin .
It is probable that public attitudes in Mississippi would
become hostile toward the Fish and Wildlife Service if Panther
Swamp were closed to hunting . Other more significant Service
programs could be adversely affected by such action .
The effective management of several important species
present on the refuge, such as white-tailed deer and beaver,
cannot be provided without an ongoing harvest program . By not
harvesting surpluses of these species on an annual basis,
the buildup of excessive numbers and ensuing environmental
and economic losses can be expected .
Greater protection to endangered species present on the
refuge may be afforded without hunting, however, an expected
increase in game violations and resource abuse would more
than likely counteract any additional protection .

B.

Reduction inSizeof Area Open to Hunting and Length of 1,asons_
This action would concentrate hunting pressure on smaller
open areas and would reduce recreational opportunities on
the refuge without biological basis . Hunt quality would
also be reduced .
Less than optimum deer management objectives would be met .
Some additional protection to endangered species would be
afforded .

C.

Increase in Size of Area Open to Hunting and in Length of Seasons
Refugewide hunting is proposed for all game categories except
waterfowl which is restricted to 40 percent of the refuge
under current guidelines . Increasing the number of days
open to waterfowl hunting, although increasing available hunter
days, would result in reduced waterfowl use of the hunting
area and consequently reduce hunter success and quality of the
hunting experience . This action would also increase the
probability of disturbing wintering bald eagles .
Season lengths for resident species will be established
within the state framework to offer the greatest number of
benefits to the using public within the scope of refuge
objectives .
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PROGRAMS) : Information and Recreation

LOCATION (ATTACH MAP) : Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, Yazoo
County, Mississippi .

LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITATS CONSIDERED :
Ameri.can alligator
southern bald eagle
American peregrine falcon

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTION :

Opening Panther Swamp NWR to ater owl and Resident Game Hunting : It is proposed to
open Panther Swamp NWR to the sport hunting of migratory waterfowl and the following
resident game species - white-tailed deer, eastern wild turkey, gray and fox
squirrel, raccoon, cottontail and swamp rabbit, and beaver . Seasons will be within
the framework set forth by the State of Mississippi .

OBJECTIVES OF THE ACTION :
To enable the Service to conduct a sound, effective wildlife management
program on Panther Swamp NWR .
To provide substantial outdoor recreational opportunities to the public
in a region where sport hunting is a principal recreational pursuit .

EXPLANATION OF IMPACT OF ACTION ON LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITAT :
Disturbance to endangered animals, should any, occur, is expected to be minimal due to
the spacial and temporal zoning of the hunt . Endangered species are expected to receive
greater protection under FWS managed hunts than in other areas of the Panther Swamp . It
has been demonstrated that crippled waterfowl provide an important food source to
migrant and wintering bald eagles . The inevitable crippled waterfowl resulting from
the refuge hunt will provide a highly vulnerable food source for migrating or wintering
eagles . Raccoons are known to be important alligator nest predators . To the extent
that refuge hunting exerts control on raccoon numbers, it would enhance the potential
for alligator nesting success .

CONCLUSION' (CROSS OUT ONE) :
A . MAY AFFECT
,
B.

W J LL_-NOT .AF-F-EC--T

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

November 18, 1985

memorandum

Wildlife Management Biologist, FWS, Jackson, Mississippi`
Deer Herd Management

Refuge Managers

On many of our refuges in Region 4 we. have produced or inherited
significant white-tail deer resources .
This resource is becoming more and
more important as the Region's habitat base shrinks and our human
population grows . Many of our refuge deer herds have made their
respective refuges quite famous, even to the point of the general public
recognizing them far more for their resident game value than the waterfowl
resource they were established to protect . The latter is not ourr goal,
but we should do the best job managing this resource t-hat is possible
under our many constraints .
The science of deer management is far from exact, but we as wildlife
managers often make it more complicated than it really is in actuality .
If we have a huntable deer resource, then a certain amount of biological
data should be collected from the harvest . Each refuge situation will
dictate what you can accomplish, but a minimum level ., of data collection :
should be self-clearing check stations which produce a record where all or
most deer harvest is recorded . Larger, more significant deer harvests
should provide all the data that is needed to manage that deer herd in
conjunction with periodic health checks .
I have listed some general parameters of deer herd management which
harvest data reveal that will assist you both in managing your deer herd
and explaining to the public what you are trying to accomplish . These
guidelines should not be used singularly but assessed in overall value .
One cannot use one piece of information that appears abnormal or your
conclusion could be erroneous . If, for example, we have a refuge deer
herd that has 45 percent spikes in the 1 1/2 year old male segment of the
population but shows a lactation rate of 88 percent in the 2 1/2 or older
doe segment of the population and the adult doe/fawn ratio is 1 :1 .5, our
deer herd is certainly not in too bad a shape as would be indicated by a
conclusion drawn from the percent spikes data by itself .' If the 45
percent spikes was found in data that had a 48 percent lactation rate and
the doe/fawn ratio was .54, then we know we have a deer herd in dire need
of additional harvest .

Buy U .S . Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

OPTIONAL FORM NO . t0
(REV . 7-76)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .6
5010-112
* GPO : 1978 0 - 281-644 (9529)

The data which most represents a good picture of your deer herd is
indicated below with a minimum target figure . Again, I=would caution you
against using one set of data only or forming opinions from small samples .
It would be better to lump small data collections in a 3 or 5 year
analysis before drawing management conclusions .
1 . Lactation of adult does (2 1/2 or older) - a minimum figure of 70
percent is desirable on all data collected before December 1 or
shortly thereafter . One and one-half year old does should' be checked
but generally represent an insignificant breeding segment of the
population .
2 . Adult doe/fawn ratio - a minimum figure of one fawn per 2 112 year old
or older doe in the harvest should be a minimal target figure but any
level above that amount up to and above 2 would be ascending in
excellence . Above average would be 1 .5 - 2 .0 . Any breeding of 1 1/2
year olds will accelerate this ratio and is a real plus . The greater
the harvest, the higher this figure will usually be because of the
white-tails inherent capacity to increase production . This ratio can
be achieved both from "live" field observation by personnel and from
harvest data .
3 . Percentage of spikes in the 1 1/2 year male age class - a goal of 25 30 percent spikes in this age class should be easily attainable in a
well managed deer herd . Any time this percentage rises significantly
above the target percentage, then a close examination of the other
data should be made .
4 . Weights in the 1 1/2 age class should give clear trends in herd
conditions but they should not be used solely to make management
decisions . I suspect this information is much more useful when it is
lumped in 3 - 5 year groupings .
5 . Sex ratios in the harvest ideally should approach one-to-one assuming
we have only either sex seasons, but in reality, this is not possible
so our goal should be somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 percent
females . Our management goal should always emphasize i=ota el -itli r sex
hunting . The end result, if the harvest is adequate, will be a quality
animal .
Other useful data without a target figure are listed below :
1 . Zoning or compartmentalizing deer harvest data - large refuges may
lend themselves to compartmentalizing because of geographic or zonal
differences . This information may provide useful data such as weights
which can be utilized to make habitat management decision .

2.

Percentage of harvest by age classes - this infor?nati ,on prQvides good
herd structure and indicates production, susceptibility to~harvest
strategy, hunting pressure, and survival .

3 . Average number of points in both the 1 1/2 and 2 1/2 year old or older
segment of the male population indicates a trend in antler development
and gives a general idea of both range, population numbers and hunting
pressure .
On small refuges where the deer harvest is relatively small or where bow
hunting is used to regulate deer numbers, a self-clearing check station is
appropriate . This technique, although not necessarily 100 percent
accurate, is certainly better than nothing and does provide good kill data
for unsupervised hunting activity such as bow hunting . This information
is also useful in supplementing check station information obtained through
gun hunting .
We should make every effort to make our hunts not only pleasing to the
participant in providing a quality experience but the hunt itself should
be used as a wildlife management tool to inform us about the deer
resource . Anything less than that reflects a callous attitude toward the
resource and often leads to unnecessary public confrontation,
emotionalism, and controversy . It is absolutely necessary for our
refuges, which have a deer resource, to capture the public's support
because of the high visibility given this species by public interest . We
have been the leaders in the deer management field on many of our refuges
in this region and although we have taken our lumps getting there, the end
result has been positive . I need only mention Holla Bend, White River,
Noxubee, Piedmont, Yazoo, e tc . t o name only a few that have accomplished
these goals .
Good luck with your seasons and if I can be of assistance, please call on
me .
cc : Frank Bowers, Atlanta, GA
/John Oberheu, Atlanta, GA
Sam Drake, Atlanta, GA

"Make Safety Your Way Of Life"

PANTHER SWAMP NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
1981 -1982 SPECIAL REGULATIONS

32 .12 Special regulations ; migratory game bird hunting for
individual refuge areas .
(1) Ducks and coots only may be hunted Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday mornings from one-half hour before sunrise until
12 noon during the State duck hunting season in the designated
areas . Steel shot only allowed for waterfowl hunting .
(2) Snipe and woodcock may be hunted during the State season
(3) No Sunday hunting .
32 .22 Special regulations ; upland game hunting for individual
refuge areas .
(1) Squirrel - State season but squirrel dogs allowed only
from October 31 until December 1 .
(2) Raccoon and opossum may be hunted during the State season
except the refuge season will be closed during the State
deer-gun hunting season .
(3) Rabbits may be hunted during the State season but no dogs
are allowed until after January 31, 1982 .
(4) Beaver may be taken incidental to any other type of hunting .
(5) No Sunday Hunting .
9 32 .32 Special regulations ; big game hunting for individual refuge areas .
(1) Deer Archery hunting is allowed during the State season but the
possession of or use of any drug on an arrow for bowhinting
is prohibited .
(2) Primitive weapons is allowed during the State season .
(3) Gun hunting for deer is allowed during the State season, but no
dogs are allowed .
(4) Turkey season is the same as the State season .
(5) No Sunday hunting is allowed by State law .

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
PANTHER SWAMP NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
1981-82
HUNTING REGULATIONS

GENERALPROVISIONS
Panther Swamp Refuge is one of over 400 National Wildlife Refuges . The
primary objective of a National Wildlife Refuge is to provide habitat for
the conservation and protection of all species of wildlife . The harvest
of surplus animals is one tool used to manage wildlife populations . Carefully managed hunts maintain wildlife populations at a level compatible
with the environment, provide wholesome recreational opportunities, and
permit the use of a valuable renewable . resource .

The regulations listed below supplement the gene
regulations: which govern hunting on wildlife refu
areas as set forth in Title 50, Code of Federal Rei

lations. Hunting will be in accordance with applical
State Regulations ..

GENERALHUNTINGREGULATIONS
UQ Gunday-tftrnt-1
-,7T~

g

A,

Approximately 16,000 acres of the refuge will be open to hunting ._

• -

or .C

Hunting from horseback . i s prohibited .

It is unlawful to drive a nail, spike, or metal object into a tree or to
hunt from any tree in which .a nail, spike, or metal object has been driven .
Each hunter under the age of 16 must be under the immediate supervision of
an adult . For safety reasons, each adult may not have more than two
juveniles under his/her supervision .
Additional information may be obtained at the information station . ,
The information station will be open as posted on its windows .

SPECIFICHUNTREGULATIONS
Deer
Archery : O State season . The possession of or use of, any drug

on

an

arrow for bowhunting is prohibited .
Primitive Weapons : State season .
Guns : State season, Dogs are prohibited .
Squirrel
State season . Squirrel dogs allowed October 31 - December 1 .
Raccoon and Opossum
State season except the refuge season will be closed during the
State deer-gun hunting seasons .
Rabbit
State season but no dogs will be allowed until after January 31,
1982 .
Beaver
Beaver may be taken incidental to any other types of hunting .
Snipe and Woodcock
State season .
,Duck
The hunts will be held Monday, Wednesday and Saturday mornings
only from / hour before sunrise to 12 noon during the State duck
hunting season in the area denoted on map .
" Turkey
Tu
State season .
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Mr . Seth Mott
Chief of Game
Department of Wildlife
Conservation
P .O . Box 451
Jackson, Mississippi
39205
Dear Seth :
I have summarized the proposals for public hunts to be held on the national
wildlife refuges in Mississippi during the 1983-84 hunting season . Our
proposed regulations are provided in response to your request for this
information during the onsite meeting we had in your office on July 27,
1983 . Please advise if you have any questions or concerns which have surfaced since that meeting . We appreciate the support that your division
provides to our refuge managers and look forward to working with you in
the upcoming years on fish and wildlife matters of mutual concern . The
recommended hunts (per our earlier discussions) are as follows :
Deer
Archery hunts will be held during the State season on Hillside, Mathews
Brake, Morgan Brake, Noxubee, Panther Swamp and Yazoo National Wi1d ife
Refuges . Drugged arrows will be prohibited on these refuges . Bag limits
will be consistent with applicable State regulations .
Primitive weapons hunts will be held on Hillside, Mathews Brake, Morgan
Brake, Noxubee and Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuges in accordance
with State season and bag limits . Primitive weapons hunts will be held
on Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge on December 2-3 and 7-i0, 1983 (100
permits issued for each of the first 3 days, no quota for the last 3 days
of this hunt, the bag limit will be one deer of either sex) . Gun hunters
will be required to wear 500 square inches of hunter orange during all
refuge primitive weapons hunts .
Gun hunts (bucks only) will be held at Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge
on November 19 through December 1, 1983 and December 26, 1983 through
January 1, 1984 with no quota on permits and
consistent with
applicable State regulations . Gun hunts (bucks - only) will also be held
at Hillside National Wildlife Refuge on December 17-18, 1983 with 100
permits issued per day . Gun hunters will be required to wear 500 square
inches of hunter orange during refuge bucks only hunts .

balimits

Reelfoot NationalWildlifeRefuge
Squirrel hunting will be permitted August 27-October 15 in accordance with
State regulations .
Raccoon hunting will be permitted 7 :30 p .m . until ;mfldni ht on the Long
Point Unit and Grassy Island Unit from September 28-October 1 and on the
Long Point Unit and Lake Isom Unit from October 5-October 8 .
Hunters should contact the Refuge Manager, Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge,
Route 2, (Highway 157), Union City, Tennessee 38261 for more information .

Tennessee National Wildlife Refuge,
Squirrel will be hunted August 27-September 17 and Raccoon will be hunted
October 7-October 15 in accordance with State regulations .
Deer (Archery) hunts will be held September 28-October 8 in accordance with
State regulations .
Deer (Muzzleloader) hunts will be conducted as follows and one deer of either
sex may be taken in accordance with State regulations .
Duck River Bottoms - October 15 and 16 (150 permits)
Busseltown Unit - October 15 and 16 (75 permits)
Britton Ford Peninsula - October 29 and 30 (35 permits)
Sulphur Well Island - October 29 and 30 (20 permits)
Deer (Gun/Archery) hunting will be permitted as follows and one deer of

either sex may be harvested consistent with State relulations .
Duck River Unit (south of 1-40) - October 29 and 30 . 75 permits will
be issued East of the Tennessee River and 75 permits will be issued
West of the river for this hunt .
Big Sandy Peninsula - December 2, 3, and 4 (125 permits will be issued)
Hunters should contact the Refuge Manager, Tennessee National Wildlife Refuge,
P . 0 . Box 849, Paris, Tennessee 38242 for additional information .
We will continue to look for and provide compatible hunting and fishing
activities on the national wildlife refuges in Tennessee . We appreciate your
continued support and interest in this effort . If you need additional information please let us know .
Sincerely yours,

Sam 0 . Drake, Jr .
Refuge Supervisor

DRAKE :es :4/20/83

Gun hunts (either sex) are proposed for Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge on
December 17, 1983 (50 permits will be issued) and Noxubee National Wildlife
Refuge on December 23-24, 1983 (500 permits will be issued) .
One deer of
either sex may be harvested and hunters will be required to wear 500 square
inches of hunter orange during these refuge hunts .
Youth (ages 8-15) gun hunts will be held at Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge
on November 24-26, 1983 (60 permits will be issued per day) and Noxubee
National Wildlife Refuge on December 17-18, 1983 (500 permits will be
issued) .
One deer of either sex can be harvested by youths only .
An
adult (over age 18) must accompany each youth .
Hunters will be required
to wear 500 square inches of hunter orange during these hunts .
Duck
Duck hunts will be held at Hillside, Mathews Brake, Morgan Brake and Panther
Swamp National Wildlife Refuges (no quota) during mornings only of the State
waterfowl season and at Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge (approximately 20
permits will be issued per hunt day) on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday mornings during the State waterfowl season .
Dove
Dove hunts will be held at Hillside National Wildlife Refuge during the first
three Saturdays of the State season and 2 days in November (to be selected and
announced later) . The number of permits issued will vary with the size of the
hunt area designated for a particular day .
Turkey
Turkey hunting with shotguns only will be permitted on Noxubee and Panther
Swamp National Wildlife Refuges during the State season (no quotas, State
bag limits) and at Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge on April 6-7, 13-14,
20-21 and 27-28, 1984 (20 permits per hunt will be issued and one bearded
turkey may be bagged by each hunter) .
Squirrel andRabbit
Squirrel and rabbit hunting will be provided at Hillside, Mathews Brake,
Morgan Brake, Noxubee and Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuges during
the State season and at Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge on October 15
through November 18, 1983 . No dogs will be allowed during these hunts
until after the last State deer season closes .
Bag limits and weapons
will be consistent with State regulations .
Quail, WoodcockandSnipe
Quail, woodcock and snipe hunting will occur at Hillside, Mathews Brake,
Noxubee and Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuges during the State season .
Bag limits and weapons will be consistent with State regulations .

2

Raccoon and Opossum
Raccoon and opossum hunting will be permitted from sunset to 1 hour before
sunrise at Hillside, Mathews Brake, Morgan Brake, Noxubee and Panther Swamp
National Wildlife Refuges during the State season and at Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge on December 21-23, 1983 and February 7-11, 1984 .
State regulations for weapons and bag limits will be in effect except at Noxubee where
raccoon hunters will be limited to one per day, two per party, and two in
possession .
As you can see, we are attempting to provide ample hunting opportunities to
the public on the national wildlife refuges located in Mississippi . We think
these proposals will provide a reasonable harvest of the renewable wildlife
resources listed above .
Please contact me (phone number is 404/221-3538) or
the appropriate refuge manager (Hillside Complex phone number is 601/746-8511,
Noxubee phone number is' 601/323-5548 and Yazoo phone number is 601/839-2638)
if you need additional information .
Sincerely yours,

Sam 0 . Drake, Jr .
Refuge Supervisor
Wildlife Resources

cc
Refuge Manager, Hillside Complex
Refuge Manager, Noxubee hVR

Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR

SODrake,Jr :wp

8-18-83
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HILLSIDE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
COMPLEX
HUNTING REGULATIONS
i

GENERAL PROVISIONS

The refuges comprising the Hillside National Wildlife Refuge Complex are
four of over 400 national wildlife refuges .
The primary objective of a national wildlife refuge is to provide habitat
for the conservation and protection of all species of wildlife . The harvest
of surplus animals is one tool used to manage wildlife populations . Carefully
managed hunts maintain wildlife populations at a level compatible with the
e01-ronment, provide wholesome recreational opportunities, and permit the use
of a valuable renewable resource .
The regulations listed below supplement the general regulations which
govern hunting on wildlife refuge areas as set forth in Title 50, Code
of Federal Regulations . Hunting will be in accordance with applicable
State regulations .
Hunting is limited to those species and : seasons listed in these regulations .
GENERAL HUNTING REGULATIONS
ATV's are permitted only on designated or marked trails .
It is unlawful to drive a nail, spike or other metal object into a tree
or to hunt from any tree in which a nail, spike or other metal object has
been driven .
Deer hunting with dogs and "driving deer" is prohibited .
The possession or use of any drug for bowhunting is p,roh'ibited
Refuges will be closed by the manager when extreme water levels are deemed
to be detrimental to wildlife . Open/closed status will be posted at information stations . It will be the hunters responsibility to be aware of the
open/closed status' of the refuge .
Special permit applications for youth hunts on Hillside and Panther Swamp
stating name, address, and telephone number should be submitted to the
refuge office on a 3"x5" index card between October 1 and November 1 .
State the refuge name you would like to hunt .Cards will be discarded
if this is not indicated .
Hunters selected will be notified by letter .
Special permit applications for the gun hunt on Hillside stating name,
address and telephone number should be submitted to the refuge office
on a 3"x5" index card between November 2 and December 1 . Hunters
selected will be notified by letter .

;C•a nipi 6g! i s permitted on Panther Swamp NWR i n designated areas only .

Squirrel
State season .

RaccoonandOpossum
Sate season except hunting hours will be from sunset to one to one hour before
sunrise .
Rabbit
S tate season but no dogs will be allowed until after the last state deer
I
season closes .
Q uail

State season
Snipe and Woodcock
State season .
Duck
Da fy from one-half hour before sunrise to 12 noon during the State duck
hunting season .
Steel shot only is permitted for duck hunting .
All duck hunters must be out of the hunting area by 1 :00 P .M .
SeI specific map for duck hunting zone .
Furbearers
I
May be taken in season during refuge hunts .
Permits are required
Permits will be self issuing and will be available at major entrances to refuges .
They are also available at the refuge office Monday through Friday . For permit
or additional hunt information contact :
Refuge Manager
Hillside National Wildlife Refuge
P .O . Box 107
Yazoo City, Mississippi 39194
Phone -(601) 746-8511

HILLSIDE NWR
SPECIFIC HUNT REGULATIONS
; to h6htihg .,., •' Safoty'i ; ; ; , ;
.open
.Approximately 15 . ;400 ,)ac :res .-6f thg'eefuge ~wihi bb,
zones around building and other areas will be conspicuously marked by
"Closed Area" or "No Hunting" signs .

Deer
All deer must be checked at information station or with refuge personnel .
Archery :

State season .

Primitive Weapons : State season .
Youth Gun Hunt : Either sex . Limit 1 . For youths 15 and under . Two consecutive
days beginning on the 3rd Saturday in November . Hunt by special permit only . 100
Hunters will be allowed per day . See General Hunting Regulations for permit
information .

Gun Hunt : j Bucks only . Limit 1 . Two consecutive days beginning on
-4a-#u December . Hunt by special permit only . 100 hunters
the 3 .L .-day-in
per day . See General Hunting Regulations for permit information .
Dove
Dove hunts will be held the first two Saturdays of the state season in
September in . designated areas . Thses areas will be posted the day of
the hunt . Hunter numbers will be limited for safety each Saturday .
Special permits will be issued at the hunt site the day of the hunt .
size
The number of pehnits issued per field will vary according
.
The
entire
refuge
will
be
open
to
dove
hunting
during
of area hunted
.
the October state season

to

Duck
Duck hunting will be permitted only on the refuge north of the paved
road running from Thornton eastward through the refuge, and south of
this paved road west of Black Creek Ditch and north of Bear Lake Road .
See map hunt area .
Additional information may be obtained at the informaion station .

PANTHER SWAMP NWR
SPECIFIC HUNT REGULATIONS
Approximately 22,000 acres of the refuge will be open to hunting .
All ATV's are restricted to trails marked with white paint .
Deer
deer must be checked with-refuge personnel .
Archery :

State season .
I

Primitive Weapons : State season .
Guns : State season, except closed east of the Auxilary Channel during
the youth hunt .
Youth Gun Hunt : Either sex . Limit 1 . For youths 15 and under . Firfday
and Saturday following Thanksgiving . 100 permits per day . See GeneraT'
Hunting Regulations for permit information .
Duck
Duck hunting area as delineated on map .
Turkey
State^season . Shotguns only .
MORGAN BRAKE NWR
SPECIFIC HUNT REGULATIONS
Approximately 1,400 acres of the refuge will be open to hunting .
Deer
Archery : State season .
Primitive Weapons : State season .

Duck
Duck hunting is allowed on . all of the refuge north of and including
Morgan Brake Bayou . (see map) .
.MATHEWS BRAKE NWR
SPECIFIC HUNT REGULATIONS
Approximately 807 acres of the refuge will be open to hunting .
Deer
fiery : During any State deer season .
Archery hunters are required to wear a fluorescent orange outer garment
during all state gun hunts .
Duck
T e entire refuge is open to duck hunting .
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YAZOO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPLEX
1985-1986 HUNT PROPOSALS

Approved By .
Refuge Supervisor
US FWS

S
Data

Concurrence By
Chief Bureau of Fisheries
Wildlife, Miss . Dept . of
Wildlife Conservation

Da e

1985-1986 HUNT PROPOSALS
YAZOO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Squirrel &Rabbit - State season through November 22, 1985 .

and rabbit hunts .

Mournin g Dbve - Hunted when in season during squirrel
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
*Youth Gun Hunt (either sex)
*Muzzleloader (either sex)
*General Gun (either 'sex)

-

Oct .
Nov .
Dec .
Dec .

5 - Nov . 22, 1985
28-30, 1985
3-7, 1985
21, 1985

Raccoon & Opossum - Jan . 15-18 . 1986
Rabbit with dogs - Feb . 14-28, 1986
*Turkey Hunt - Each Friday & Saturday in April (Shotguns Only)
Furbea rer.smay be taken when in season during any refuge hunt with firearms
legal for that hunt .
*All gun deer and` turkey hunts have limited permits' .

HILLSIDE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Mourning Dove - The first two Saturdays of the State season on designated
field . The entire refuge will be open for the remainder
of the first segment and the second segment of the State season .
Duck & Coot - State season . From legal shooting hours until noon .
(Steel shot ONLY .)
Snipe - State season .
Woodcock - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit.- State season . Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 22, 1986 . With dogs from Jan . 23, 1986 to end of season .
r

Squirrel

State season

Raccoon & Opossum - State season .
Beaver &Coyote - May be taken during any refuge season .
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (either sex)
Modern Gun (either sex)
No dogs will be allowed for deer hunting .

Oct . 5 - Nov . 22, 1985
Dec . 7-14, 1985
Dec . 26, 1985

L

MATHEWS BRAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Duck&Coot - State season . From legal shooting hours until
noon .
(Steel shot ONLY)
Woo.dcock - State season .
Snipe - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit - State season . Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 22, 1986 .
With dogs from Jan . 23, 1986 to end
of season .
Squirrel -

State season

Raccoon&Opossum - State season . ._
Beaver&Coyote - May be takeh .during any refuge season .
Deer - Archery Only . Oct . 5 - Jan . 22, 1986
MORGAN BRAKE NATIONALWILDLIFEREFUGE
Duck&Coot - State season .
From legal shooting hours until.
noon .
(Steel shot ONLY)
Woodcock - State season .
Snipe - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit - State season . Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 22, 1986 .
With dogs from Jan . 23, 1986 to end
of season .
Squirrel -

State season

Raccoon&Opossum - State season .
Beaver&Coyote = May betaken during any refuge season .
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (_either sex)

-

State season
State season

PANTHER SWAMP NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Duck&Coot - State season .
From legal shooting hours until noon .
(Steel shot ONLY)
Woodcock - State season .
Snipe - State season .
Quail -,State season .
Rabbit - Opening of State season through Dec . 15, 1985, .without
dogs .
During the month of February with dogs .

3

State season

Squirrel Raccoon&

Opossum - State season .

Beaver&Coyote - May be taken, during any refuge season .
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (either sex)
Modern Gun Bucks Only)

Adult-Youth (either sex)

No dogs will be allowed for deer hunting .
Turkey - State season . (_Shotguns only)

State season
State season
Beginning of State season
through Nov . 30, 1985 &
Dec . 24-31 :,1985 .
First day of state either
sex season .

YAZOO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPLEX
1986-1897 HUNT PROPOSALS

Recommended

_srRefuge Manager

Concurrence By

AIZ7~

Chief Bureau of Fisheries &
Wildlife, Miss . Dept . of
Wildlife Conservation

Date

1986-1987 HUNT PROPOSALS
YAZOO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

Squirrel&Rabbit - State season through November 21, 1986 . Shotguns only,
#4 shot or smaller .
MourningDove - Hunted when in season during squirrel & rabbit hunt .
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
*Youth Gun Hunt (either sex)
.*Muzzleloader (either sex)
*General Gun (either sex)

- Oct .4- Nov . 21, 1986 & Jan .1-15, 1987
- Nov . 27-29, 1986
- Dec . 9-13, 1986
-!Dec . 20, 1986

Raccoon & Opossum - Jan . 28-31, 1987
Rabbit with dogs - Feb . 14-28, 1987
*Turkey Hunt -

Each Friday & Saturday in April (Shotguns Only)

Furbearers may be taken when in season during any refuge hunt with firearms
legal for that hunt .
*All gun deer and turkey hunts have limited permits .

HILLSIDE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Mourning Dove - The first and second segment of the State season, certain
fields may have limited hunters . Open Saturday - noon
first day .
Duck & Coot - State season . From legal shooting hours until noon .
(Steel shot ONLY)
Snipe - State season .
Woodcock - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit - State season .
Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 31, 1987 .
With dogs from Feb . 1 - 28, 1987 .
Squirrel - State season .
Raccoon & Opossum - State season .
Nutria, Beaver & Coyote - May be taken during any refuge season .
DeerHunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (either sex) Modern Gun (either sex)

Oct . 5 - Nov . 22, 1986
Dec . 2-6 & 9-13, 1986
Dec . 16 & 17, 1986

No dogs will be allowed for deer hunting .
Certain areas closed to all hunting after Dec . 15, 1986 .

1

L

MATHEWS BRAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

Duck & Coot

State season . From legal
noon .
(Steel shot ONLY)

Woodcock

State season .

Snipe

State season .

Quail

State season .

Rabbit

State season . Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 31, 1987 . With dogs from Feb . '1 - 28, 1987 .

Squirrel

State season .

Raccoon & Opossum

State season .

Nutria, Beaver & Coyote
Deer

shooting hours until

May be taken during any refuge season .
Archery Only . (either sex) Oct . 4 - Jan . 21, 1987

MORGAN BRAKE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

From legal shooting hours until
Duck&Coot - State season .
(Steel shot ONLY)
noon .
Woodcock - State season .
Snipe - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit - State season . Without dogs from opening day through
Jan . 31, 1987 . With dogs from Feb-. 1 - 28, 1987 .
Squirrel - State season .
Raccoon & Opossum - State season .
Nutria, Beaver&Coyote - May be taken during any refuge season .
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (either sex)

-

State season
State season

Certain areas will be closed to all hunting after Dec . 15, 1986 .

PANTHER SWAMP NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

Duck&Coot - State season .
From legal shooting hours until noon .
(Steel Shot ONLY)
Woodcock - State season .
Snipe - State season .
Quail - State season .
Rabbit - State season . (with dogs from Feb . 1-28, 1987)

PANTHER SWAMP NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE - Continued

Squirrel - State season .
Raccoon &Opossum - State season .
Nutria, Beaver &Coyote - May be taken during any refuge season .
DeerHunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader (either sex)
Youth/Adult (either sex)
General Gun (Bucks Only)
General Gun (either sex)
No dogs will

State season
State season
Nov . 22, 1986
Nov . 23-30, 1986, Dec . 21-25, 1986
Dec . 18-20 . 1986

be allowed for deer hunting .

Certain areas are closed to all hunting after Dec .

Turkey - State season .

15, 1986 .

(Shotguns only)

All other hunting will be closed during gun deer hunts .

YAZOO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPLEX
1987-1988 HUNT PROPOSALS
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1987-1988 HUNT PROPOSALS
YAZOO NWR COMPLEX

YAZOO_NWR

Type Hunt

Date

Change(s)

Squirrel & Rabbit

10/10 - 11/20/1987

None

Mourning Dove

2nd State Season

None

Rabbit w/dogs

2/14 - 2/28/1988

None

Raccoon/opossum

2/3-6/1988

Furbearers

During other refuge hunts

None

State season & 1/1-15/1988
11/26-28/1987 - Limited permits
12/08-12/1987 - Limited permits

None
None
None

12/19/1987 - Limited permits

None

Each Friday & Saturday in
April - Limited permits

None

Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Youth (either sex)
Muzzleloader
(either sex)
Gun (either sex)
Turkey

Moved 1 week later

HILLSIDE NWR

Squirrel & Rabbit

State season

None

Mourning Dove

1st & 2nd State season

None

Rabbit w/dogs

2/1-28/1988

None

Duck

State season

None

Quail,snipe,&
woodcock

During other refuge hunts

None

Raccoon/opossum

1/5-9/1988 - refuge wide

Furbearers

During other refuge hunts

Reduce days, increase
area open to hunting
None

HILLSIDE NWR

Hunt Type
Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader
(either sex)
Gun (either sex)

Date

State season & 1/1-15/1988
12/2-5/1987 ; 12/9-12/1987
11/28-29/1987 - Limited
permits (200 for hunt)
Limit one deer

Change(s)

Increase days by
adding January hunt .
Reduce days by 2 .

Increase days by 2
and increase permits
issued by 75/hunt .

12/17-18/1987 - Limited
permits (200 for hunt)
Limit one deer

PANTHER SWAMP NWR

Squirrel & rabbit

State season

Rabbit w/dogs

2/14-28/1988

Reduce days by 13 .

Duck

State season

Reduce area slightly
(less than 10% reduction)
due to duck hunt area
realignment .

Snipe/woodcock

State season

Raccoon/opossum

1/12-16/1988, refuge wide

Furbearers

During other refuge hunts

None

10/3 - 11/20/1987

None

Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader
(either sex)
Gun (either sex)

Gun (Bucks only)
Turkey

State season &
11/21-22/1987 - Limited
permits (600 per day, bag
limit one deer) ;
12/19-20/1987
1 1/23-X/1987
1Z/i
State season

Non e

None
Reduce days ; increase area
Open by 1/3

None
Reduce number hunters &
bag limit during Nov . hunt

3
Reduce days by
None

MORGAN BRAKE NWR

Type Hunt
Squirrel

& Rabbit

Date

Change(s)

State season

None

Rabbit w/dogs

2/1-28/1988

None

Duck

State season (1/2 hr .
sunrise until noon)

Snipe/woodcock

State season

None

Raccoon/opossum

State season

None

Furbearers

During other hunts

None

State season

None

State season

None

Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)
Muzzleloader
(either sex)

before

None

MATHEWS BRAKE NWR

Squirrel & Rabbit

State season

Dove

State season
at A)em an ist-day-

Raccoon/opossum

State season

None

Furbearers

During other refuge hunts

None

Snipe/woodcock/quail

State season

None

Duck

State season (1/2 hr . before
sunrise until noon)

None

Deer Hunts :
Archery (either sex)

10/3 - end of State deer season

None
Increase days by
adding 3rd State
season

None
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REMARKS :

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
DATE :

REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

memorandum

February 6, 1986

Field Supervisor, FWS, SE, Jackson, Mississippi
Section 7 Evaluation for Panther Swamp NWR

Regional Director, FWS, Atlanta, Georgia (AFA/SE)
Ken Chitwood
ATTN :

The wood stork and interior
Attached is the signed Section 7 Evaluation .
least tern should be deleted from the list of species considered .
Only the U .S . breeding
The wood stork in Mississippi is not listed .
population which is restricted to Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina was
listed .
The interior least tern is associated with sandbars along the Mississippi
River and would not be expected to occur in Panther Swamp .
Attachment

"Team Up With Safety"

Buy U .S . Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

OPTIONAL FORM NO . 10
(REV . 7-76)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .6
5010-112

Date
ROUTING &D TRANSMITTAL, SUP
TO: Name, Office symbol, room number,
uilding . Agency/Post)

2/4/86
initials

Date

i . Dennis JordcV, Endangered Species
2
3.
.
4

s.
Action

File

Note and Return

Approval

For Clearance

Per Conversation

As Requested

For Correction

Prepare Reply

Circulate

For Your Information .

See Me

Comment

Investigate

Signature

Coordination

Justify

REMARKS

Please send original to Ken Chitwood, Regional Office
and a copy back to Yazoo NWR .
Section 7 Evaluation due in Ken's office 2/10/86 .

00 NOT use- this form as a RECORD of approvals, concurrences, disposals,
clearances, and similar actions
FROM: (Name, org. symbol, Agency/Past)

Yazoo NWR
Rt . 1, Box 286
Hollandal.e, MS

Room No

Bldg .

Phone No.

38748

$0411-102

~ U .S . MVERNMENr Manic Or ;'-

(601)839-2638
OPTIONAL FORM 41 (Rev
Prescribed y GSA
FPMP r•' "

'

y-3- Ri!~- 2sl
SECTION 7 EVAUAATION
REGION : 4
LOCATION (ATTACH MAP) :
County, Mississippi .

Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, Yazoo

LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITAT CONSIDERED :
American Alligator
Wood Stork
Southern Blad Eagle
Interior Least Tern
American Peregrine Falcon
NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTION :
Opening Panther Swamp NWR to Waterfowl and Resident Game Hunting : It is
proposed to open-Panther Swamp NWR to the sport hunting of migratory waterfowl
and the following resident game species - white-tailed deer, Eastern wild
turkey, gray and fox squirrel, raccoon, cottontail and swamp rabbit, and
beaver . Seasons will be within the framework set forth by the State of Mississippi
OBJECTIVES OF THE ACTION :
To enable the Service to conduct a sound, effective wildlife management
program on Panther Swamp NWR .
To provide substantial outdoor recreational opportunities to the public
in a region where sport hunting is a principal recreational pursuit .

EXPLANATION OF IMPACT OF ACTION ON LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITAT :
Peregrine Falcons, Bald Eagles, Least Terns and Wood Storks are rare but may
occassionally be present on Panther Swamp NWR . Terns and Wood Storks leave
before hunts begin in October . Falcons and Bald Eagles are more likely to
be displaced by hunters from high use areas to areas with lower public use
and may ingest lead imbedded in crippled small game or from waterfowl gizzards .
Every year squirrel hunters, over 300 on opening day alone, deposit up to two (2)
pounds of lead each in waterfowl feeding areas . Wintering eagles and other raptors
will undoubtedly seek out this crippled and, or, sick game as easy prey . Lead
pellets from small game hunters picked up by waterfowl may pose a threat to
RECOMMENDATION TO AVOID ANY IMPACTS : wintering eagles .
Alligators, the only resident endangered species, will benefit to the extent
that hunters can reduce population levels of raccoons, important predators
on alligator nests . Alligators are least likely to be seen during fall and
winter . If hunts are held during these seasons they will have minimal adverse
impact on alligators .

U .S . Rsh & wimlor

Ct'r . .

.r,

REVISED :

4/83

.

SECTION 7 EVALUATION

PAGE 2

DATE 2/4/86

PROJECT LEADE
Timothy M . Wilkins

Endangered species mortality on-Panther Swamp NWR would be insignificant
COMMENTS :
compared to populations as a whole and would not be a threat to continued existence
of the species .

COMMENTS :

WILL NOT AFFECT :

X

MAY AFFECT :

DATE

ARDCOMMENTS :

WILL NOT AFFECT :

MAY AFFECT :

DATE

ARD-FA
COMMENTS :

WILL NOT AFFECT :

REGIONAL DIRECTOR

MAY AFFECT :

DATE

COMMENTS :

WILL NOT AFFECT :

BIOLOGICAL OPINION :

REVISED : 4/83
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October 7, 1985
Refuge Supervisor, FWS, Atlanta, G

RF-ME)

Peduced Uittntinq Opportunities
Refuge 'Planager, Yazoo 1,R
Attached is a letter from Jim Stewart to the Regiona
questions the biological need for the

reduced

tunities at Piillside NWP and Panther Swamp
and return to this office by October 15 .

MWR .

They

Please draft a response
good

in phone calls from people like To y Uilliams from Jackson .

Sam 0 . Drake, Jr .

DRAKE :gr

r-

seasons and hun

deserve professional answers--similar to the cues

Attachment

where he

ons and
receiving

el

5125 Barrier Place
Jackson, Mississippi 39204

Mr . James Pulliam, Regional Director
U . S . Fish and Wildlife Service
Richard B . Russell Federal Building
75 Spring Street, S . W .
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Dear Mr . Pulliam :
Enclosed is an article appearing in the local Sunday paper concerning
hunting seasons on two of the Service refuges, Hillside and Panther
Swamp . I am, a Service employee, writing you as a private individual
to voice my concerns about the changes in hunting seasons on these two
refuges . They are the primary areas where I enjoy sport hunting .
Refuge Manager Tim Wilkens has made numerous changes to the hunting
seasons and all of them have been reductions in hunting opportunities .
This comes at a most inopportune time for the Service in Mississippi
because the Service has reduced the waterfowl season . While the
reduced waterfowl season can be supported by data the same cannot be
said for the reduced seasons which Tim has instituted . The primitive
weapons season on Hillside has been reduced from the state season
(12/2-15/85) to 12/7-14/85 . Tims reason is " . . . . to keep better tabs
on the deer herd situation (size, health, and average age) ." Has the
Service been ignoring the deer herd the past several years or is Tim
the only one capable of assessing the situation? I would wager that
Tim's qualifications fall somewhat short of the previous manager,
George Chandler, who determined that the state season was satisfactory .
Tim has chosen to limit the number of hunters to 100 in a 15,400 acre
refuge and to make them apply for a first come permit each morning, in
addition to the 43 percent reduction in season length . Where is the
logic other than anti-hunting?
Tim has also chosen to greatly reduce the small game hunting,
supposedly under the direction of the regional office . There is a 46
percent reduction in squirrel season on Hillside, Panther Swamp, and
Morgan Brake refuges . Is it necessary? I don't think so, expecially
when the closed area is not good waterfowl resting habitat .
This article also disturbs me in that Tim does not take the
responsibility for his actions, but transfers it to the Service
administration . You and I both know that Tim has been closely involved
with this refuge complex for most of the past two years and that he
played a primary, and probably lead role, in this reduction of hunting
opportunity . I believe in doing what is necessary for good game
management, including the reduction of hunting seasons . To make
changes as drastic as these should require a biological basis and I do
not believe there is one .
I would hope that refuge managers do not again become fuedal lords of
land purchased with taxpayer money and set seasons to suit their own

personal desires as Tim has done in this case . Hillside was purchased
with Corps money, not waterfowl management money . Your attention and
time is appreciated .

ames H . Stewart
Enclosure
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Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, deer and dove hunting area .
Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock,
beaver, deer and dove hunting area . Closed to all hunting Dec .
16, 1985 - Feb . 1, 1986 .
Information station

Levee

' Levee
V

-- .)

• All area west of auxiliary canal closed to small game hunting after Dec .16, 1985.
• Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey and
deer hunting area .
• Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey and deer
hunting area .
* Information station
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seduced refuge seasons anger hunters
OBBY CLEVELAND
n-Ledger Sports Wrirer

money and that (duck management) is their primary
purpose," said Wilkens, who took over the position as
blic hunting lands in Mississippi are already at a
manager last April .
-num, so anytime hunters hear about the loss of
Small-game hunter Larry Nichols of Jackson, who
,round you're going to hear grumbling .
has hunted squirrel and rabbits regularly and deer ocat's to be e xpected . s o it was no surprise when the casionally on the two areas, understands helping the
ng areas and seasons were curtailed sharply this ducks . But it's the location of the land that was closed
!r on Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge to small-game hunting that he won't buy .
-Iillside National Wildlife Refuge near Yazoo
"Wilkens hasn't spent a winter here yet so he
hunters immediately took exception .doesn't know how much of the land and what land is
n Wilkens, manager of those refuges and the going to be under water after Dec . 15," Nichols said .
others that comprise the Yazoo National Wild- "Take Panther Swamp, he shut off the two areas west
tefuge Complex, took the brunt of the hunters'
of the levee to small-game hunting so we wouldn't
rims .
bother the ducks. That's where most of the dry land is
nd I don't blame them for being upset,' he said
going to be after Dec. 15 . There's only a couple of
a hunter too, and I don't like to limit anyone's small areas in that section where ducks would rest.
n g privileges . But . I also hope they will try to be
"The area that was left open to hunt is usually
rstanding of my position and try to work with me
flooded in December and the only way we'll be able to
ike things better for everyone next year."
e flak started when Wilkens was told by superi _ hunt rabbit and squirrel is by boat . It seems to me that
ithin the U .S . Department of the Interior that he this area would have been a better place to set aside
for ducks . What he did doesn't make sense to me . It
i have to set aside portions of both Hillside and
her Swamp as waterfowl resting areas . That looks like he may just have set aside the area that
would make his job easier because it involves all the
it no hunting of any kind could be allowed near
levee at Panther Swamp ."
areas, so that the ducks . could rest undisturbed, land west
taking a break from migration.
Wilker,
dmits he may have been wrong ini the first place, people need to realize that these - what lanc
-i. explains, "It appears that I may,
s were purchased with waterfowl management not have - .
e hr~tqt area 1 mold have herause

it seems that more people were using the area fo
hunting than I'd been able to find out about . But I don'
think it's right to say that the area we chose will no
work for the ducks . I've been told that more than just
few ducks use these areas .
"But I welcome their comments, and I did have
meeting with Mr . Nichols about it . Next year; if wI
find we need to, we'll change the area . Any input tha
anyone would like to offer is welcome . The decision b
set aside an area was made in February before I ar
rived and when I got here in April I had to make,
quick decision about which areas were to be closed
It's true that what I did will make our job of patrolling
the Panther Swamp area easier. But we havei
onh
eight people on staff to cover the five refuges ."
Wilkens has just completed publishing an entire lis
of hunting seasons and regulations for all five of thi
refuges and more grumbling- will be heard. "'
"We've cut back on the amount of days we'rt!'ggtni
to allow deer hunting and we've received more corn
plaints about that than we did from the small-gams
hunters," he said . "And the only reason we've done it is
to give us a chance to keep better tabs on the deer here
situation (size, health and average age) . This will lea(
to better herd management and better hunting in th(
future."
The complete list of regulations were not availabl(
at nrsss time ;'
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum
DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

October 7, 1985
Refuge Supervisor, FWS, Atlanta, GA (RF-ME)
Reduced Hunting Opportunities

Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR

Attached is a letter from Jim Stewart to the Regional Director where he
questions the biological need for the reduced seasons and hunting opportunities at Hillside NWR and Panther Swamp NWR .
and return to this office by October 15 .

Please draft a response

They are good questions and

deserve professional answers--similar to the questions we are receiving
in phone calls from people like Tommy Williams from Jackson .

Attachment

OPTIONAL FORM NO . 10
(REV . 1-80)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .6
5010-114
*GPO : 1985 0 - 461-275 (413)

5125 Barrier Place

Jackson, Mississippi 39204
September 30, 1985
Mr . James Pulliam, Regional Director
U . S . Fish and Wildlife Service
Richard B . Russell Federal Building
75 Spring Street, S . W .
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Dear Mr . Pulliam :
Enclosed is an article appearing in the local Sunday paper concerning
hunting seasons on two of the Service refuges, Hillside and Panther
Swamp . I am, a Service employee, writing you as a private individual
t o voice my concerns about the changes in hunting seasons on these two
refuges . They are the primary areas where I enjoy sport hunting .
Refuge Manager Tim Wi lkens has made numerous changes to the hunting
seasons and all of them have been reductions in hunting opportunities .
This comes at a most inopportune time for the Service in Mississippi
because the Service has reduced the waterfowl season . Whi le the
reduced waterfowl season can be supported by data the same cannot be
said for the reduced seasons which Tim has instituted . The primitive
weapons season on Hillside has been reduced from the state season
Tims reason is " . . . . to keep better tabs
(12/2-15/85) to 12/7-14/85 .
on the deer herd situation (size, health, and average age) ." Has the
Service been ignoring the deer herd the past several years or is Tim
the only one capable of assessing the situation? I would wager that
Tim's qualifications fall somewhat short of the previous manager,
George Chandler, who determined that the state season was satisfactory .
Tim has chosen to limit the number of hunters to 100 i n a 15,400 acre
refuge and to make them apply for a first come permit each morning, in
addition to the 43 percent reduction in season length . Where is the
logic other than anti-hunting?
Tim has also chosen to greatly reduce the small game hunting,
supposedly under the direction of the regional office . There is a 46
percent reduction in squirrel season on Hillside, Panther Swamp, and
Morgan Brake refuges . Is it necessary? I don't think so, expecially
when the closed area is not good waterfowl resting habitat .
This article also disturbs me in that Tim does not take the
responsibility for his actions, but transfers it to the Service
administration . You and I both know that Tim has been closely involved
with this refuge complex for most of the past two years and that he
played a primary, and probably lead role, in this reduction of hunting
opportunity . I believe in doing what is necessary for good game
management, including the reduction of hunting seasons . To make
changes as drastic as these should require a biological basis and I do
not believe there is one .
I would hope that refuge managers do not again become fuedal lords of
land purchased with taxpayer money and set seasons to suit their own

personal desires as Tim has done in this case . Hillside was purchased
with Corps money, not waterfowl management money . Your attention and
time is appreciated .

Enclosure
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All area west of auxiliary canal closed to small game hunting after Dec .16, 1985.
Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, deer and dove hunting area .
Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock,
beaver, deer and dove hunting area . Closed to all hunting Dec .
16, 1985 - Feb . 1, 1906.
Information station
MOM Levee

9
Ii

Duck, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey and
deer hunting area .
Squirrel, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, quail, snipe, woodcock, beaver, turkey and deer
hunting area .
Information station
Levee

Source . Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge

Reduced refuge seasons anger hunters:
CLEVELAND
rB
Public hunting lands in Mississippi are already at a

money and that (duck management) is their primary it seems that more people were using the area for
purpose," said Wilkens, who took over the position as hunting than I'd been able to find out about . But I don't
manager last April .
think it's right to say that the area we chose will not
minimum, so anytime hunters hear about the loss of
Small-game hunter Larry Nichols of Jackson, who work for the ducks . I've been told that more than just a
any ground you're going to hear grumbling. ,
has hunted squirrel and rabbits regularly and deer oc- few ducks use these areas.
That's to be expected, so it was no surprise when the
casionaily on the two areas, understands helping the
"But I welcome their comments, and I did have a
hun.ing areas and seasons .were curtailed sharply this ducks. But it's the location of the land that was closed meeting with Mr. Nichols about it. Next year, , i f we
win ;er on Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge to small-game hunting that he won't buy .
find we need to, we'll change the area . Any input` that
and Hillside National Wildlife Refuge near Yazoo .
anyone would like to offer is welcome . The decision to
"Wilkens
hasn't
spent
a
winter
here
yet
so
he
wit hunterss immediately took exceptioa= -; , _
doesn't: know how much of the land and what land is set aside an area was made in February before I arm Wilkens, manager of those refuges and tbel :- going to be under water after Dec . 15," Nichols said. rived and when I got here in April I had to make a
others that comprise the Yazoo National Wuw. .make Panther Swamp, he shut off the two areas west quick decision about which areas were to be closed .
life efuge Complex, took the brunt of the hunters'- off the levee to small-game hunting so we wouldn't
It's true that what I did will make our job of patrolling
X1
bother the ducks .That's where most of the dry land is the Panther Swamp area easier. But . we have-only
I don't blame them for being upeW he--sasilL - going to be after Dec . 15 .., There's only a couple of eight people on staff to cover the five refuges ."
`I' a hunter too, and I don't like to limit anyone's small areas in that section where ducks would rest .
Wilkens has just completed publishing an entire, list
iun g privileges. But, I also hope they will try to be
of hunting seasons and regulations for all five of the
"The area that was left open to hunt is usually refuges! and more grumbling will be heard ._
1nd
g o my position and try to^work with me
.o
ff for eve~tyoQe net yam. ~r
ftotrded #a De~elnbt atrtlttte only way we'll be able Co
"We've cut back on the amount of days we'
. It seems tome that - to allow deer hunting and we've received more coxrrr
flak started wk- WtFkals way told by s„par,~_ . . huntrabbitavAsquirrel is by boat
area would have been a better place to set aside plaints about that than we did from the small-game
ars thin the U.S. De t of the Interior that heA
have to set aside
of boar H11Lstchrar . . for ducks. What he did doesn't make sense to me. It hunters," he said. "And the only reason we've done it is
like he. may just have set aside the area that to give us a chance to keen better tabs onthddeer - hecd
'an er Swamp as waterfowl. resting areas . . Thatlooks
.
n
t no hunting of any kind could baalbwed two--- would make W j9h meter because it involves all the situation (size, health and average age) . This will lead
areas, so that the. ducks could reek uIxastyt'bad, • land :weetofahe levee at,Panther Swamp."
to better herd management and bettef hunting4n the
taking a,break from migration
Wilkens, who admits he may have been wrong in future."
the first Isla ce, people
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t E tar :what-land hem explains, It appears that. I may
The complete list of regulations were Clot available
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-Ledger Sport Writer

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum
DATE :
REPLY TO
ATTN OF :

SUBJECT :

TO :

October 11,1985
Refuge Manager, Yazoo NWR, Hollandale, MS
Hunt Programs on Panther Swamp NWR
Refuge Supervisor (AWR/RF-ME), Wildlife Resources, Atlanta, GA

In response to your request to answer questions directed to the Regional
Office about hunt programs on Panther Swamp, Hillside, and Morgan Brake
NWR's, I offer the following :
Hunting opportunities have not been reduced except for deer .
In light of
the duck crisis, areas were set aside after December 15, to allow
sanctuaries for waterfowl .
This was discussed with you and with State
Game and Fish personnel at our May 15, meeting . The areas selected on
Panther Swamp have good waterfowl use, poor access (except for permission
granted to a select few to cross private land, much of the area has little
to no public access at all) definable boundaries and serve as waterfowl
trapping areas .
The areas on Hillside and Morgan were selected because
of historical waterfowl use, definable boundaries, and they too serve as
waterfowl trapping areas .
The 46 percent reduction of small game hunting opportunities that Jim
Stewart figured is not correct .
Only the size of the hunting area was
reduced .
Areas are open for small game hunting the entire season .
In
fact, the dove hunting area was expanded and season lengthened on Hillside
and Yazoo .
Hunting pressure on all Yazoo complex refuges continues to increase and
Deer hunting was reduced on both
along with that, hunter conflicts .
NWR's
for
several reasons :
Hillside and Panther Swamp
1)

The buck/doe ratio is not in balance ..

2)

The harvest of adult bucks 22 years and older is almost non-existant .
(A study completed in 1983 by Miss . State for the Miss . Dept . of Wildlife
Conservation "Effects of Delayed Breeding on Subsequent Reproductive
Performances of Female White-tailed Deer and Their Offspring", discusses
problems brought on by the lack of adult bucks in the herd .)

3) The hunter success rate on Hillside is approximately 10% and 5% on
Panther Swamp .
4) Hunting pressure has increased bringing about tremendous hunter/space
conflicts .
5) In light of the above problems there is a need for better biological
data on which too base management decisions .

OPTIONAL FORM NO . 10
(REV . 1-80)
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 .8
5010-114
1

GPO :

1985 0 - 461-275 (364)
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The buck/doe ratio on both refuges is out of balance - Panther Swamp more so
than Hillside . The best estimates for buck/doe ratios is one buck per 10 does
or less on Hillside and one buck per 10 does or more on Panther Swamp . Approximately 95% of all antlered deer harvested on the two refuges are 12 years old .
This represents a drastic overharvest of bucks . The hunter success rate
continues to decline, reducing the quality of the hunt . This too indicates
overharvest .
Deer hunting pressure continues to increase on complex refuges . This year
Yazoo NWR had 2,400 people apply for 730 gun deer permits and issued over 900
archery permits . Last year Hillside had an open muzzleloader hunt . Hunter
conflicts were the norm, rather than the exception . These conflicts were
brought about because small game (squirrel/rabbit), waterfowl and deer hunters
were competing for the same areas . Some 95% of the deer hunters on Hillside
hunt on 5,000 acres of refuge forested uplands .
The increased muzzleloader hunting pressure dictated a change for safety and
management reasons . With 100 deer hunter permits per day, hunter conflicts
should be at a minimum . The general gun hunt was reduced to one day . During the
1984/85 hunting season, three days were offered with only 34, 36, and 17 of
100 daily permited hunters participating . Why the muzzleloader pressure and
not the regular gun, I can't explain . . . possibly hunters considered the
deer overharvested by the time regular gun hunts occurred .
Panther Swamp deer hunts ran from October 6 through January 16 during the
1984/85 season . This year the season runs from October 5 through November 30,
December 2 thorugh Dec . 15, December 21, and Dec . 24 through Dec . 31 . The
deer season was reduced in an effort to collect biological data and accomplish
previous stated objectives .
During any hunt where controversy is a potential, good biological data must be
collected to make management decisions and defend the hunt . This data is also
requested by the State Dept . of Wildlife Conservation and Miss . State University,
who use the data in their deer management studies .
After discussing refuge deer management objectives with Seth Mott, Acting
Director of Fisheries and Wildlife, Miss . Dept . of Wildlife Conservation, on
October 8, I am convinced that we have his support in our efforts to improve
hunting quality and opportunity on refuge lands .
Balancing public use programs with other refuge programs and funding presents
its challenges . In an effort to offer quality programs, changes must sometimes
take place . The primary factor in making changes is the proper management of
the resource, balanced with public use, funding and manpower . This is what we
have tried to do with the changes that were made .
In addition to the management needs just discussed, other problems occur which
need to be corrected . Access on Panther Swamp is poor at best . Private
landholders around the refuge will not grant access to the public .. This creates
numerous problems . First, the general public is denied access to excellent
hunting areas where only friends of private landowners can hunt . This creates
a private hunting club for a few people and causes grumbling from the remaining
public . This could be corrected with better access . Improvements have been
identified that will increase access . Hopefully, these will be a reality in

3

If not, designated access points may be the only solution
the near future .
to a growing problem .
This would not be popular to local landowners and
hunters they allow to cross their land, but it would make access fair to all .
In response to the Clarion Ledger, September 29th article, I drafted a letter
to Mr . Bobby Cleveland, Clarion Ledger Sports Writer, explaining changes on
The article that Jim Stewart mailed you had several misquotes
Panther Swamp .
and things taken out of context . I appreciate Mr . Cleveland's effort to take
the heat off me, but good intentions don't always end on a positive note .
Hopefully we are now on the right track to a better informed public and a
public use program that will stand on its own merits . A copy of the Oct . 13
Clarion Ledger article is attached . Also attached is a copy of a local
State management area's hunt regulations and a chart of refuge seasons .
If I can be of further assistance, please let me know .

Tim Wi l ki ns
Refuge Manager
Attachments
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anther Sw
To te Sports Editor.
-in-an effort to explain what is taking place on
Panther Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, I will
try to present information used in setting regulations-and seasons.
The reLig^'s primary objective is management for migratory waterfowl . Other wildlife
management is a by-product of that . Recent biological discoveries have revealed that waterfowl, when harrassed until they head back north,
are in such poor condition that reproduction is
low to non-existant.
In an effort to improve the health of ducks in
our area, we closed part of Panther Sw, : .mp to
all hunting (e ::cept an eight-day deer season)
after Dec . 15. This was done to allow wintering
waterfowl the opportunity to build up the fat reserve necessary for reproduction when they
reach their nesting grounds. The mere presence of people as well as shots at/or near ducks will
cause them to seek areas where they are not disturbed.
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Refuge manager

LETTERS

doe population . This will acco
things:
1 . It will allow more bucks to
where they can serve as a herd b
same time develop a trophy rack .

If we are to continue to have ducks in the Delta, areas must be set aside where they are not
disturbed .
Deer hunting on Panther Swamp was reduced
to bring the herd (buck/doe) ratio into balance
and to gather better data . Recent checks and kill
data indicate that the majority of the buck deer
taken on Panther Swamp are 11 years old . Couple this with an estimated one buck to 10 doe ratio, and you have problems in the deer herd .
Over the past four years, large buck taken on
Panther Swamp have decreased drastically .
This fall, numerous observations have been
made of deer groups (up to nine in one group)
where no bucks and only one or two fawns were
seen . This imbalance can be corrected by a
shorter season and placing more pressure on the

2 . It will take out a portion of of
tive does .
3 . It will bring the buck/doe r
ance.
I am sure all hunters would u k
buck deer in the herd . We are ma
ideal one-to-one buck/doe harve'
has been accomplished on many
113,000 acre White River Refuge
has harvested over 1,000 deer eac
years with a 50/50 buck/doe k,dl .
has conducted either-sex hunts f
/doe kill . Deer harvest has incr
as well as quality .
In 1980 just over 100 deer wer
percent bucks, 50 percent does. The
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Squirrel, from 18D
hit on the ground sounds like the wingon a hawk or owl as he swoops down to
get the squirrel, and even a coyote as he

comes through the brush to attack .
-11 1— fl-

Not all squirrels will come to the call
but most will respond by barking or
chattering .
"This really helps the hunter locate
where squirrels are," said Sims . "Nor-

mally, when we get a squirrel to bark-

ton said. "Later on in the season when
the leaves are off the trees, the squirrels can see you coming from a much
greater distance and it doesn't work as
well . Most hunters will use a dog to hut
after the leaves are gone."
No call on the market will work if

sponse .
bark and
We m
the Big
and had
minutes.
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Basic Management Area Regulations
Safety Precautions: All rules of gun safety shall
be observed . Target shooting is prohibited . No
hunting or shooting within 200 yards of any
buildings . No alcoholic beverages allowed . Persons intoxicated or careless with firearms shall be
expelled from hunts immediately .
Firearms : No firearms shall be permitted on
management areas during the closed season on
game birds and animals .
Forfeiture of Hunting Privileges : Any person
violating any rules or regulations adopted by the
Commission on Wildlife Conservation may be required by the area manager to forfeit the privilege
of hunting for the remainder of the license year, or
by the Commission, for a period of one calendar
year, and shall also be subject to prosecution and
fines as provided by lave.
Dogs : Dogs are not allowed on management
areas during closed seasons except by special
permit .
Harrassment of wildlife, including spotlighting,
is prohibited .
All vehicles may be searched for illegal game
or firearms while within, entering or leaving a
management area pursuant to Section 49-1-43,
Mississippi Code of 1972 .
Roads: No hunting or loaded weapons allowed
within 100 feet of the right of way of any public
road . Public roads are any roads maintained with
federal, state or local funds . No motorized
vehicles allowed on any roads blocked or posted
as closed, or on any wildlife food plots .
All persons under the age of sixteen (16) must
be accompanied by a licensed adult at all times
who will be responsible for the minor's actions .
Tree stands and Blinds : It shall be illegal to
construct or to hunt from any permanent stands or
blinds . Destroying, defacing, cutting, driving nails
into or otherwise damaging any standing live tree,
natural feature or plant is prohibited .
During deer seasons without dogs, the use of
organized drivers and standers in which drivers
make noises by shouting, whistling or any
noisemaking devices is prohibited .
The above regulations are In addition to state
laws and special regulations on each area .

Leroy Percy Wildlife Management Area
1985-1986
(Washington County)
OPENING
DATE

SPECIES

CLOSING
DATE

COMMENTS

All bag limits are the same as for statewide seasons unless otherwise specified .
DEER
Archery
Primitive Weapon

TURKEY

Oct . 5
Dec . 2

Nov . 22
Dec . 14

Archery Season is Either Sex .
Primitive Weapon Season is Either Sex .
Limit of 50 hunters on area at one time during Primitive Weapon
season .
No open season for regular gun hunting .
Bag Limit : 1 antlered deer per day ; 2 per license year
1 antlerless deer per day ; 2 per license year .

Apr . 9

May 1

SQUIRREL

Oct . 12

Nov . 30

Limit of 25 hunters on area at one time during turkey season .

RABBIT

Oct . 12
Jan . 13

Nov . 30
Feb . 8

WATERFOWL

See Federal Regulations

Same as statewide season . Hunting closes at 12 noon CST . All
duck hunters must be checked out by 1 p .m . Hunting on
Wednesday through Saturday ONLY .

DOVE

See Federal Regulations

Hunting on Wednesday and Saturday only . Afternoon hunting
only .

Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday Only .

Special Restrictions
NO SUNDAY HUNTING .
PERMIT STATION : All hunters must check in
and out at the Leroy Percy Lodge . Hunters must
surrender hunting license at the check station and
be issued a numbered badge to be worn by hunter
while on the area . Open one hour before sunrise
until one-half hour after sunset .
GUNS : Shotguns with shot size No . 2 and
smaller and Primitive Weapons only . No regular rifle or handguns allowed .
DOGS: NO dogs of any kind allowed on
management area . With permit from area manager
or park superintendent, retrievers may be used for
waterfowl hunting .
CAMPING : Permitted only at designated camping facilities under Park Commission regulations .
VEHICLES : Parking restricted to designated
parking areas only . Vehicles allowed only on maintained roads and parking areas .
OTHER RESERVATIONS OR RESTRICTIONS :
No horses allowed on area .
No night hunting of any kind .

Number of hunters on area is limited to 75 at
any one time except during Primitive Weapons
season and Turkey season .
Deer and turkey hunting limited to south of
Highway 12 and north of Hwy 12 East of Black
Bayou .
AREA MANAGER : John T . Kerr, Route 2, Box
428, Rolling Fork, MS 39159 Telephone :
873-4756 .
PARK SUPERINTENDENT : Olen Walley, Leroy
Percy State Park, Hollandale, MS 38748
Telephone : 827-5436 .
DISTRICT BIOLOGIST : Randy Spencer, P . O .
Box 3324, DSU, Cleveland, MS 38733
Telephone : 843-1150 .
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HUNTING DATES ON REFUGES
(SS = STATE SEASON)
S ecies
Duck

State Season

11/30-12/1
12/7-1/13

SS*
SS*

Panther Swam
SS*
SS*

Mor an Brake

Y a zoo

Closed

SS*
SS*

Dove

9/7-9/29
10/19-11/17

9/7,9/14-9/29
10/19-11/17

Closed

10/19-11/17

Closed

Rail

10/19-12/27

SS

SS

Closed

SS

Snipe i1/9-2/2'

SS

SS

Closed

SS

Woodcock 12/21-2/23

SS

SS

Closed

SS

SS

SS

Closed

SS

Closed

SS

SS

SS

Quail

11/28-2/28

Turkey 3/22-4/7, 4/9-5/1 .
Squirrel

Rabbit

10/12- 1/15
Without Dogs 10/12-2/28
With Dogs

10/12-1/22
1/23-2/28

10/12-1/22*
1/23-2/28

4/4,5,11,12,19,18,25

26

Closed

10/12-11/22

S

10/12-11/22
2/14-2/28

10/12-1/22
1/23-2/28

SS

SS

1/15-1/18

SS

Beaver

SS

SS

SS

Coyote

SS

SS

Bobcat

SS

SS

SS during
other permitted
refuge hunts
with weapon legal
for that hunt

DEER : EITHER SEX
Bow 10/5-11/22

SS

SS

Raccoon
Oppossum

11/2-11/29
11/30-2/9

Muzzleloader 12/2-12/15
You h Gun Hunt
General Gun

I

Hillside

12/712/14**
N/A12/26**

BUCKS ONLY
Bow

N/A

General Gun

N/A

j

** Limited permits

SS
12/21
N/A
N/A

11/23-30
12/24-31

SS

SS
SS

SS

12/3-12/7 **

SS

11/28-30**

N/A

12/21**
N/A

N/A

Closed
N./A

Closed

HUNTING DATES ON REFUGES
(SS = STATE SEASON)
Season

Hillside

'9-5/1

Panther Swam

!s 10/12-2/28
'2-11/29
[1/30-2/9

Closed

SS*
SS*

SS*
SS*

9/7,9/14-9/29
10/19-11/17

Closed

10/19-11/17

Closed

Closed

SS

SS

C .osed

SS

SS

SS

SS

Closed

SS

SS

SS

SS

Closed

SS

SS

S

SS

Closed

SS

SS

Closed

Closed

SS4/4,5,11,12,19,18,25,26

SS

SS

10/12-11/22

SS

10/12-1/22
1/23-2/28

10/12-1/22
1/23-2/28

10/12-11/22
2/14-2/28

10/12-1/22
1/23-2 ;28

10/12-1/22
1/23-2/28

SS

SS

1/15-1/18

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS during
other permitted
refuge hunts
with weapon legal
for that hunt

SS

SS

SS

SS
4*

N/A-

12/26**
f

N/A

SS
12/21
N/A
N/A

N/A

11/23-30
12/24-31

12/3-12/7 **

SS

i1/28-30**

N/A

12/21**

Closed

N/A

N/A

_,

f

SS

10/5-11/22
12/2-12/15,12/21

S5

SS

Closed

_

Closed
Closed

N/A

11/23-12/1
12/16-12/20
12/22-1/22

Closed

Closed

I

until 12Noon

!'a thews Brake

SS*
SS*

12/7-=12/

12/15

Moroan Brake

SS*
SS*

Closed

L5

Ya zoo
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October 7, 1985

R~2
Mr . James Pulliam
Regional Director
U . S . Fish & Wildlife Service
Richard B . Russel Federal Building
75 Spring Street, Southwest
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr . Pulliam :
I am writing you regarding the drastic cut-backs in . hunting seasons on the
Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge and' particularly the reduction in, primitive
weapons season on Hillside . Why has the primitive weapons season been cut
from 14 to 8 days with the reduction coming at the front of the season? Why
has the number of hunters been limited to only 100 on over 15 thousand acres
when Morgan Brake, an area of only 1,400 acres just" a7 few miles away, has no

restrictions on season or number? Can you'see where these restrictions on
Hillside will create a dangerous overcrowding on Morgan Brake the first week
of primitive weapons season?
Why was deer hunting (gun season) reduced by more than half on Panther Swamp?
Why is the small game season reduced on 1/3,of Panther Swamp and 1/2 of Hillside? And why is the area of reduction

on the ` .drier

portion of both?

Ducks don't rest on dry ground . Contrary to Mr' . Wilkins' statement, wasn't
Hillside b ought . by the Corps of Engineers and not with Waterfowl Management
money?
Mr . Wilkins indicated to me these cut-backs . ; were necessary to make his job
easier and so that he could more closely monitor the deer herd . Yet when I
asked him about the purpose of the hunter, bag cards and the information they
provided, he hold me the cards had not been processed yet - even though one

year has nearly . passed . Why? Management through cut-backs or simply incompetence?
It seems strange to me that Mr . Wilkins= did not-indicate that your biologist
had recommended any cut-backs in season lengths due to herd conditions . As
a matter of fact, I was told by one ; of your employees, unofficially of course,
that one of your biologist was on record as saying the cut-backs were unjusti-

fied .
I submit to you sir, if Mr . Wilkins can not handle the : job within the State
framework that you might consider returning Mr . Chandler to-the area . We
certainly haven't had these problems in the past .

P.O . Box 7275, Jackson, MS 39212

4::::-)nuz z LE 1'oadin9 cdluntEz t

s.s.oct aUon, Llnc .

Mr . James Pulliam
October 7, 1985
Page 2

Sir, I honestly feel that the ill-will that has been generated by these
changes and the conflicts that will arise from malcontent during the seasons
could product irreparable damage . I consider the situation on Morgan Brake
to be extremely dangerous during the primitive weapons season, and I strongly
urge you to consider taking immediate action to correct these bad regulations .
Your attention to this matter would b greatly appreciated, and I
to hearing from you .

look

forward

Respectfully,
MISSISSIPPI MUZZLE LOADING HUNTERS
ASSOCI TION, INC

LHN/hn

P .O . Box 7275, Jackson, MS 39212
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ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

Refuge :Panther Swamp NWR:

Hunting Season :

Turkey

Species Hunted : (a)
(d)
Type Hunt* :

1.

1985-1986

(b)

' (0-

(e)

(f)

Springturkeyhunt-gobbleronly

Hunt Summary (Attachmapwhichindicateshuntarea .
Acres open

Days open

22,478

Estirated hunter days
(b)_

(c)

40

Animals harvested (a)

200
(d)

How were these estimates obtained?

(e)

25
(f)

Randomsurveyencounters .wordof mouth,

bag data cards, etc .
Sex ratio (big game only)
ferriits required?

Hunter quotas?

2.

Yes

How issued? Self-issuinq

No

Cor:ipatibility with Refuge Purposes--see 8RM5 .3B(1) and discuss
Turkey hunting is compatible with refuge purposes . It provides a level of use
consistent with public use policy and presents a quality experience level
we would like to achieve in some of our other hunts . The one area we can
improve on is obtaining better harvest data to support and evaluate use
levels ; we are establishing new procedures and controls that hopefully will
allow us to do this .

* Make separate report for each type hunt within 30 days following close of
seoson . (e .g ., one report each for : all waterfowl hunting, all deer hunts,
sr ;iall game hunts, raccoon/opossum hunt, spring gobbler hunt, etc .)

3.

Biological Soundness--8RM5 .3B(2)
Is there a harvesta ble surplus?

----

Explain

To quantify this would require better data regarding habitat and diversity
of habitat, flooding regimes and its effect, predation and other factors
effecting population levels . Present levels can sustain current and anticipated
hunting pressure .

Is the level/health of the population adversely affected?

No

Explain

Flooding regimes affecting nesting success seems to have more affect on
population levels than hunting pressure .

Are other species adversely affected?

No

Explain

Little or not known conflicts with other species occur . Endangered
(Threatened) species (Am . alligator) are generally not encountered and are
generally protected by habitat (spatial) factors .

Is this hunt biologically sound?

Yes

Explain

We can account for some violations that illegally remove female turkey from
the refuge . We attempt to deal with this as needed and it is felt this
activity is of a level not considered detrimental to reproductive capacity .
Again, reproductive characteristics are controlled more from flooding than hunter
pressure .

4.

Economic Feasibility--8RM5 .3B(3)
Approximate costs :
Gther costs :

person days, $

*6

$1000 .00

Vehicle

Possible cost reductions :
None - *Use level dictates increased visibility and presence .

2

overtime

5.

ConflictswithOther Refuge Objectives or Public Use --8RM5 .3B(4)
None .

6.

DemandforHunting--8RM5 .38(5)
Is current demand

being

net?

Yes

Can additional demand be met without compromising factors discussed
in parts 2 to 5 above?
Yes

7.

Habitat Changes That CouldImpactWildlife Populations andHunt Regulations
Through natural succession :
Little recognized benefit from this management regime . Diversity of habitat
simply does not currently exist and would not improve under natural succession .

Frci management actions : Thinning, particularly from established logging
decks resulting from proposed timber sales would greatly benefit turkey and
other resident game . Grassy edge would benefit young poult by providing
areas of high insect use .
'

Other factors :

3

,

8.

Hunt Problems orComplaints (Discuss)
ATV use - turkey hunters do not like unnatural noises of any kind .
proposing a ban on ATV use during turkey hunting season .

9.

Proposed Hunt Changes and Rationale
Hunt procedures :
Ban ATV use during turkey season .

Dates :
State season

Cther regulations :

Refuge Manager

Date

We are

ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

Refuge :

Hunting Season :

PantherSwampNUR

Species Hunted : (a)Raccoon
(d)
Type Hunt* :

1.

1985/86

(b)Opossum

(c)

(e)

(f)

Gun hunt with dog for food/pelt

Hunt Summary (Attachmapwhichindicates huntarea .)
Acres open

22,478

Estir,ated hunter days
(b)

2

Days open11/29-2/9
175

(c)

Animals harvested (a)
(d),

How were these estimates obtained?

(e)

223
(f)

Hunter intprvipwc, permit infn

Sex ratio (big yame only)
Permits required?

Hunter quotas?

2 .

Yes

How issued?

Self-issuing

No

Coripatibility with Refuge Purposes--see 8RM5 .3B(1) and discuss
The maintenance of populaiton levels consistent with overall waterfowl objectives
is compatible . Hunting provides a recreational activity that is generally limited by
terrain, flooding and access .

* Make separate report for each type hunt within 30 days following close of
season . (e .g ., one report each for : all waterfowl hunting, all deer hunts,
siiall game hunts, raccoon/opossum hunt, spring gobbler hunt, etc .)

3.

Biological Soundness--8RM5 .3B(2)
Is there a harvesta ble surplus?

No

Explain

The cyclic dynamics of raccoon populations provide up and down years little
controlled by hunting or habitat . - A suspected die-off (partial) in
1983-1984 from distemper had some obvious effect on population levels,
but reproductive capacity is considere.d sound . This was discussed in the
1984 narrative .

Is the level/health of the population adversely affected?

Nn

Explain

Some disturbance to deer and waterfowl will be experienced during night
hunting but is considered minimal .

Are other species adversely affected?

Is this hunt biologically sound?

4.

Explain

Yes

Explain

Economic Feasibility--8RM5 .3B(3)
Approximate costs :

person days, $

Gther costs :

$

Possible cost reductions :

2

overtime

5.

Conflictswith Other RefugeObjectivesorPublicUse --8RM5 .3B(4)
None

6.

Demand forHunting--8RM5 .3B(5)
Is current demand being met?
Yes

Can additional demand be met without compromising factors discussed
in parts 2 to 5 above?
Yes

7.

Habitat ChangesThatCould Impact WildlifePopulationsandHuntRegulations
Through natural succession :
None

From management actions :
None

Other factors :
None

3

8.

HuntProblemsor

Complaints (Discuss)

Population levels low .
Raccoons concentrated in water areas generally
inaccessable to dogs/hunters .

9.

ProposedHunt

Changes and Rationale

Hunt procedures :
None

Dates :

Other regulations :

Refuge Manager

Date

4

ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

Refuge : Panther Swamp NWR
Species Hunted : (a) Squirrel
(d)

(b)

Hunting Season :

1985/86

Rabbit

(c)
(f)

(e)

Type Hunt* : Small game

1.

HuntSummary (Attachmapwhichindicateshunt area .)
Days open

Acres opelr22 .478
Estirated hunter days
(b)

195

2400

Animals harvested (a)4000
(d)

(c)

Squirrel 10/12-1/15
Rabbit
10/12-2/28

(e)

(f)

How were these estimates obtained? Permitdata .usesurveys, and
vehiclecounts
Sex ratio (big game only)
Permits required?

Hunter quotas?

L.

Yes

How issued? Self-issuing

No

Conpatibilitywith RefugePurposes--see 8RM5 .3B(1) and discuss
The
Small game hunting is considered compatible-with refuge purposes .
cyclical nature of squirrel/rabbit populations leaves little latitude in
management prerogatives .
Down cycles are sef-limiting, hunter-wise,
conversely, high density populations of squirrel are known to compete
with wood ducks for natural cavity habitation and are best controlled by
hunter use levels attendant with increased squirrel populations

* fake separate report for each type hunt within 30 days following close of
season . (e .g ., ore report each for : all waterfowl hunting, all deer hunts,
si ;iall game hunts, raccoon/opossum hunt, spring gobbler hunt, etc .)

3.

Biological Soundness--8RM5 .3B(2)
*
Yes
Is there a harvestable surplus?
Explain
*Cyclical up-years produce an abundance of squirrel .
Inherent self-limiting
tendencies and territorial conflicts/migration may control population
levels as much as hunting pressure . Due to the flooding regimes and
predominate hardwood habitat of Panther Swamp, rabbit hunting is generally
incidental to other types of hunts .

Is the level/health of the population adversely affected?
Hunting of squirrel
numbers/condition .

No

Explain

is considered of no consequence or threat to species

Are other species adversely affected?

Yes

Explain

-Wood duck natural cavity availability may be enhanced by reducing large
numbers of squirrel that compete for shelter on/adjacent to sloughs and
other water bodies .
af'

-Possible adverse effect on waterfowl as huge amount of lead shot is being
deposited in same areas used by large numbers of ducks .
Is this hunt biologically sound?

Yes

Explain

Reproductive levels/potential are not being affected .

4.

\,L1
to

Economic Feasibility--8RM5 .3B(3)
Approximate costs :

person days, $

Gther costs :

$

Possible cost reductions :

2

overtime

5.

ConflictswithOtherRefugeObjectivesorPublic Use- -8RM5 .3B(4)
Time and spatial conflicts are inherent between squirrel and deer hunters .
A declining ratio of squirrel hunters to a like increase in gun-deer
hunting activity is always evident-for obvious reasons and such conflicts
should be addressed in establishing future hunts .

6.

DemandforHunting--8RM5 .3B(5)
Is current demand being met?
Yes

Can additional demand be met without compromising factors discussed
in parts 2 to 5 above?
Yes

7.

Habitat ChangesThatCould ImpactWildlifePopulationsand HuntRegulations
Through natural succession :
Some climax overstory is appearing and a "no-action" commitment will cause
a deterioration of most producing capability .

f run management actions :
Select cutting and oak regeneration will afford continued food source and retain
sufficient den capacities .

Other factors :

3

8.

HuntProblemsorComplaints (Discuss)
Proposed time/spatial allowances for gun-deer hunts will elicit isolated
complaints from individuals with self-serving interests, however adequate
opportunity for small game hunting will be afforded .

9.

ProposedHuntChanges andRationale
Hunt procedures :
Adjust small game hunts that allows no hunting of squirrel/rabbit during
deer-gun hunting . An adequate level of, Refuge Office visibility cannot
be maintained over 96 days and regulatory emphasis is diluted to the
point that casualness, carelessness, and disregard for the resource is
evidenced .

Dates :

Other regulations :

3

J2

,~7

Date

Refuge Manager

4

-,PC

ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

Refuge :Panther Swamp NWR

Hunting Season : 85/86

All ducks

Species Hunted : (a)
(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Type Hunt* : Waterfowl

1.

Hunt Summary (Attach map which indicates hunt area .)
Acres open

Days open

Approx . 9000

Estir,ated hunter days

240

(b) 100 others (c)

(d)

40

525 mallards
Animals harvested (a) (5% of ave . mallard
population)
(e)
(f)

How were these estimates obtained?Thru spot checks, data cards, and
word of mouth .
Sex ratio (big game only)
ferrilts required? Yes

Hunter quotas?

NA
How issued? Self-issuing

No

Coi :ipatibility with RefugePurposes--see 8RM5 .3B(1) and discuss
If refuge objectives are to be compatible with and in support of current
flyway/Service objectives then the obvious question is how do we allow
waterfowl hunting on refuges? Public concern and support could be enhanced
by curtailing or stopping refuge waterfowl hunting . Numbers harvested
simply do not reflect disturbance levels occurring more frequently to fewer
v- ,birds
birds . Fewer number and decreasing habitat subject the same ducks to repeated
and, further, to some extent, other hunts impact negatively on
`
waterfowl .

* Make separate report for each type hunt within 30 days following close of
season . (e .g ., one report each for : all waterfowl hunting, all deer hunts,
si :iall game hunts, raccoon/opossum hunt, spring gobbler hunt, etc .)

3.

Biological Soundness--8RM5 .3B(2)
No
Explain
Is there a harvestable surplus?
overall
duck
population
at the present time .
Not when you consider the
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Yes

Explain
+Is

When five precent (5%) of the average duck population is harvested on an
area and another segment crippled and harassed, how can the health not be
impacted .
l~
Fa
Are other species adversely affected? No

Explain

Hunting of other species impacts on waterfowl . Squirrel hunting causes
disturbance and deposits lead in waterfowl use areas .

Is this hunt biologically sound?_

No

Explain

Not when you again consider the continental population . There is little
logic in refuge hunting when we are trying to focus national attention to
dwindling numbers ; numbers that in fact may now measurably reflect harvest
9sa 1
as a very signigicant quotient . ,!j(
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Economic Feasibility--8RM 5a .3B(3)
Approximate costs : 20

($2000 .)

Gther costs : Administrativ e (4)

person days, $

$400

Possible cost reductions : None

2

$

20

Total $2,600

overtime

5.

Conflictswith Other Refuge Objectives or Public Use- -8RM5 .3B(4)
Conflicts have been between duck and deer hunters, more of a safety
problem than anything else .

6.

Demand forHunting--BRM5 .3B(5)
Is current demand being met?

Yes

Can additional demand be met without compromising factors discussed
in parts 2 to 5 above?
The area open to duck hunting is large enough to accomodate additional
hunters . Steel shot requirements to be instituted State-wide in 1987 will
make refuge hunting more palatable to the average hunter thus put more
pressure on the resource .
7.

Habitat Changes That Could Impact Wildlife Populations and Hunt Regulations
Through natural succession :

None

from management actions :

Proposed moist soil management areas could increase
.
Areas being reforested could have a positive
concentrations in the area
impact on future populations .

Other factors :

3

8.

9.

HuntProblemsorComplaints (Discuss)

a.

Continuing negative attitudes toward steel shot are brought out .
public is still not satisfied with the steel shot requirement .

b.

Questions about the lack of birds also proves that the public has not
been educated to the plight of the . duck population .

ProposedHuntChangesandRationale

Hunt procedures :
No changes are proposed at this time .

Cther regulations :

Z-/~IA4

hl///A~

Date

Refuge Manager

4

The

ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

•P anther

Refuge :

Species Hunted

Swamp NWR

: (a) Mallard

(d)

Type Hunt* :

1 .

Hunt

Hunting Season :
( b ) Gadwall

(L)

(e) Black duck

Wigeon

1 986-87

(f)

Wood duck
Pintail

Waterfowl

Summary (Attach map which indicates hunt area .

Acres open

Approx . 9,000

800

Estirated hunter days

(b)_ 200

(c )

Days open

75

40

r

Animals harvested (a
( d ) 50

How were these estimates`obtained?

( e)

10

750
(f)

10

Permit data, hunter contact

Sex ratio (his same only)
Permits required?

Hunter C,uotds?

Yes

_ How issued?

Self issuing

,_

No

Coipatibilitl,with Refuge Purposes--see 8RM5 .3B(1) and discuss
Waterfowl hunting is generally considered compatible with refuge purposes
because : 1) Provides recreational opportunities at a level consistant
with the ability of the refuge to provide such use .
2) Hunt provides recreational opportunity to public while
protecting wintering waterfowl by zoning open and closed hunting areas
within refuge .

*

report for each type hunt within 30 days following close of
d1 l waterfowl hunting, all deer hunts,
I wb ;,n . K y ., or report each for :
X11 con hunts, raccoon/opossum hunt, spring gobbler hunt, etc .)
We separate

3.

Eioloc,ical Sound ness--8RM5 .3B(2)
Is there a harvestable surplus?

Explain

Yes

Season length and bag limits determined by the Flyway Council are intended to
allow for the harvest of the surplus portion of the population .

Is the level/health of the population adversely affected?

_-

No

Explain

See Above

P

Are other species adversely affected?

Explain

No

Temporary disturbance to other species may occur but duck hunters are generally
widely dispersed and this disturbance is not considered significant .

Is this hunt biologically sound?

Yes

_ Explain

The level of harvest determined by the Flyway Council is intended to remove
surplus portion of flyway populations .' Local hunts, such as the refuge hunt,
do not significantly affect flyway populations .

4.

Econoriic Feasibility--8RM5 .3B(3)
Approximate costs :
Other costs :

10

person days,

12

$

2 administrative days

Possible cost reoouctions :

None

2

200

ov :~rtime

5.

.38(4)
Conflicts with Other Refuge Objectives or Public Use--8R45
A potential conflict arises with the refuge objective of providing wt'nterlng
habitat for waterfowl .
During the 40 day hunt, when waterfowl populations are
generally increasing, the value to the ducks of the open hunting area is greatly
diminished .
It is not the birds that are killed that are of concern since they
are considered surplus ; rather,'it is potentially the tens of thousands of
birds that could be utilizing these areas . The noon closing regulation does
not begin to make up for this lost potential . As thousands of areas of
wintering habitat continue to be lost each year, this potential conflict
will continue to increase .

6.

DemandforHunting--8RM5 .3B(5)

is current demand being met?

Yes
P

Can additional demand be met-without compromising factors discussed
in

parts 2 to 5 abcve?

Yes, within the existing boundaries of the open hunting area . However,
additional hunting pressure would adversely affect the quality of the hunting .

7.

Habitat Chances That Coul d Impact Wildlife Populations'and HuntPegulations

Through natural succession :
Continued damage to valuable bottomland hardwoods in some portions of the
refuge is resulting from poor drainage due to beaver activity and Corps of
Engineers water control structures . Efforts are ongoing to minimize . this
damage but additional loss in some areas will be realized and reduce the
quality of these areas to wintering waterfowl .

i run nanagcment actions :
Expanded forest management activities will eventually improve existing habitat
conditions at Panther Swamp for wintering waterfowl .

thther

factors :

Proposed acquisition of 3,000 acre Big Twist property would significantly improve
waterfowl management potential on the refuge by 1) allowing developement of
important moist soil units, 2) controlling hunting in this potentially high
quality area, 3) instituting a coop farming program geared towards the needs of
4) reforesting suitable lands to re-establish bottomiand hardwood
waterfowl,
habitat and 5) drastically imnroving3 public access to the west side of the refuge .

8.

Hunt Problems orComplaints (Discuss)
Inadequate access continues to cause under-utilization of some areas . The
propos-ed Board Road public access would be an important acquisition in this
regard . This and other access related matters will continue to be a refuge
priority and should receive necessary R .O . support .

9.

Proposed Hunt Changesand Rationale
Hunt procedures :
None
P

,

Dates :

Ctner regulations :

Refuge Manager

Date
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ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT

Refuge : Panther Swamp NWR

Hunting Season :

1986

Species Hunted : (a)

white-tailed dee Tb)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Type Hunt* :

1 . Hunt

Moderngun,muzzleloader, archery

Summary (Attach map which
-

Acres epen

indicates

22,477

Days open

Est ir - ated hunter days
(h)

Muzzleloader
Archery
hunt area, un (Either Sex)
un (Bucks Only)

2600

(c)

Animals harvested (a)
(e)

(d)

- 13
- 49
- 4
7

TOTAL- 73
302**
(f)

How 1•r ere these esticiates`obtained? Permit data, vehicle counts, and
check station data
Sex ratio (hi(j ;are only)

I'cerr .iits re(uir-eJ,

Hunter - (, UOtds?

Yes

56% doe/44% bucks
HUN

issued? Self issuing

No

Cir r atibilit y with RefugePurposes--see ORN5 .3B(1) and discuss
This deer hunt is considered compatible with refuge purposes because it :
1) Does not adversely impact bottomland hardwood habitat,
2) Does not cause significant disturbance to wintering waterfowl .
3) Improves management of the , deer herd by structuring the hunt to achieve
specific harvest objectives (total kill, total by sex) .
4) Provides a variety (archery, muzzleloader, gun) of valuable outdoor
recreation opportunities to the general public at levels consistant with the
ability of the refuge to provide such use .

renurt for each type hunt within 30 days following close oal l waterfowl hunting, all deer huni .s,
Sri . (" .r ., ort_ rt',ol t each fur :
hunts,
rdiccoon/opossuri
hunt,
spring gobbler hunt, etc . )
! 1 ; dL
separate

** Does not include crippling loss, unchecked deer and deer taken from perimeter of refuq

3.

Eiulogical Soundness--8R(15 .3B(2)
Is there a harvestable surplus?

Yes

Explain

Current population estimates for the refuge range from 1000-1200 deer .
In
accordance with currently accepted deer herd management guidelines an annual
harvest of 30-35% of the total herd is recommended to maintain and/or improve
a healthy population .

Is the level/health of the population adversely affected?

No

Explain

See above

r

Are other species adversely affected?

No

Explain

Although temporary or local disturbance to other species may occur the hunt
does not adversely affect the level or health of the population of these
species .

Is this hunt biuloc,ically sound?

Yes

_

Explain

The structure and control of the hunt is intended to achieve a harvest that
conforms with currently accepted management practices for white-tailed deer
populations .

4.

Economic Feasibility--BRM5 .3B(3)

Approximate costs :_ 30
Gther costs :

person days, $

Vehicle, administrative costs

$

4000 .

ov :~rtime

500 .

(possible cost reductions :
1)
2)

Increase use of trained volunteers at check stations to replace current
use of refuge staff .
Additional regulation signing at designated access points will result in
better public understanding of the numerous and sometimes specialized refuge
regulations .
This will eventually reduce the level of''law enforcement
needed to conduct a safe hunt .

5.

6.

Conflicts with OtherRefugeObjectivesorPublicUs e--8RM5 .38(4)
None - for the following reasons :
1)
Restricting ATV use to existing designated trails prevents damage to
bottomland hardwood habitat .
2)
Although some waterfowl are present during the hunt, numbers are generally
low and sufficient isolated areas exist on the refuge to provide sanctuary for
these birds . Proposed earlier closing date for deer hunt will further
reduce this potential conflict .

DemandforHunt in a--8RM5 .3B(5)
Is current demand being met?
Yes, although season lengths have been shortened in recent years,pthe hunter
quotas have been unlimited .

7.

compromis ng factors discussed
('an additional demand he met without
in parts 2 to 5 abcve?
No .
Current demand (hunter days) is adequate to achieve desired harvest .
Because demand is continuously increasing, maintaining a-hunt that is manageable
within existing refuge resources (inadequate hunter access, limited law enforcement
manpower) will require restructuring the hunt . This will include designated days
of limited permit hunting and changes in number of either sex and bucks only days .
HatJtat Changes That Could Impact Wildlife Populations and Hunt Pegulations
(6 . cont .) The overall hunt, though, will still
roughly equal the level of hunter usi
experienced in 1986 .

Through natural succession :

Large segements of the refuge forestland has closed out resulting in arather
drastic decrease in the quality and quantity of good deer habitat present at
Panther .'

F rcu r.ianagewent actions :
Proposed forest habitat management efforts will enventually provide long term
improvements in the quality of habitat available on the refuge .

(Ither factors :
The potential exists for severe floods that could concentrate deer around the
edges of the refuge making them very vulnerable to hunter pressure or could
drive many deer completely off the refuge as happened in 1973 .
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8.

9.

Hunt Problems orComplaints (Discuss)
InacT`eauate hunter access continues to be a major problem affecting the quality and
effectiveness of the hunt . Major portions of the refuge are underutilized because
of either a lack of a designated boundary access or interior access (impassable
bayou or slough) .
Efforts are continuing to secure more public access and
should remain a priority and be given the necessary support from the R .O .
Construction of ATV bridges within the refuge will continue as manpower and funding
allow .

ProposedHunt Changes and Rationale

Hunt procedures : Until the 1985 season, past deer hunts had closely followed
state season dates and limits . This had resulted in an overharvest of bucks and
caused an imbalance in the buck/doe ratio that had reduced the reproductive
potential of the herd .
The 1985 and 1986 seasons began to correct this problem by
reducing the number of bucks taken (shorten the bucks only season) and increasing
the number of does taken (increase number of either-sex days) .
See attached sheet .

Dates :

Ctruer regulations :
Prohibit hunting from any road/ATV trail .

Refuge Manager

Date

4

Continuation of #9 .
To combine the need for further corrective action with increasing hunter demand
additional changes in the season structure are needed . The staff proposes to
reduce the bucks only gun seasons by 5 - 7 days and limit the number of hunters
during the either-sex hunt by issuing a limited number of permits . As explained
above increasing demand will exceed the ability of the refuge to supply deer
hunting opportunities .
By issuing the limited permits for one day only, we can
maximize the amount of hunting opportunity available .
In fact, the staff feels
that under this season structure we can provide close to the same use, levels that
occurred during 1986 . More deer were removed from Panther Swamp than any
previous season since it became a National Wildlife Refuge .

P

ANNUAL HUNT EVALUATION REPORT
REFUGE : PANTHER SWAMP NWR
SPECIES :

DEER

PRECEPT - A concerted effort was undertaken on Panther Swamp NWR to
accumulate data which could be used constructively in formulating hunt
proposals and changes . Previous information was sketchy, based too much on
word-of-mouth and suspect at best .
Only very generalized trends could be
determined and little biological data was recorded .
This was the second
year of a required permit system that can be evaluated at best as marginal
yet some valuable information was obtained .
Fifty-six of a known total of
146 harvested deer (38%) were checked in the field this year .
Additionally,
the effort included an attempt to determine the number of people who hunted
and how many hours were expended . This censusing was not done to duplicate
effort but an attempt to evaluate our daily permit system and its validity .
Negative public response to and support of the permit system is obvious and
may only be corrected with time and a more forceful PR/LE effort . Vehicle
counts, hunter contact and increased visibility of refuge personnel served
to establish data inconsistent with daily permit data . Hunters simply are
not providing information that assists in determining an accurate range of
data necessary to formulate quantitative and qualitative indices applicable
to future management decisions .
It is estimated that a comparison of hunter contact/use levels and tabulated
permit information reflect no better than , a 60% return on permits . This may
be adequate for statistical purposes relative to use levels but provide many
biases when applied to management criteria because a disproportionate number
are neglecting to report harvest data and the 60% factor cannot be applied .
For example, only 27% of returns indicated other than "Buck" or "Doe" harvested .
Of the 42 known bucks harvested during the eight day gun hunt, only 11 were
reported by permit, a 26% return . When other variables are considered the
statistics become even more biased and little worthwhile data is accumulated .
Manpower and funds expenditure, inordianately high when compared to benefits,
raises questions affecting the efficient accumulation of necessary data .
Higher visibility and the dissemination of better information to the visiting
public would have obvious benefits . Methods of achieving this could include
a system of "Hunter Permit Stations" similar in construction to those on
Tensas River NWR . They do, in effect, serve as very good VCS's when they
include cn area map, regulations, and special use requirements . They could
be installed and/or relocated in compliance with any approved ATV use plan
or access improvement . This is proposed for FY-86 provided that Regional
Office and the State Game and Fish Commission concur with designated access
points .
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For example,
Hunt brochures could be revised and used as a hunter permit .
if only 7-12% of deer hunters are successful in bagging deer, only those
hunters .would be required to check in at the station . We can get overall
use data through established methods of sampling/canvassing .
The hunt
"When signed this is your permit to hunt the dates
brochure could include :
and species(s) permitted in these regulations .
Your signature is acknowledgement of your understanding of the regulations contained herein . This does not
serve as a permit for special (limited) permit hunts ."

Signature
This does away with a permit system that is cumbersome, timely, costly and
provides little useful information unless we have and devote the manpower
to make it work . This proposed would be more efficient, cost effective and
provide better information to the public . Under the present system we are
simply encountering too many people who have not seen our regulations . Less
than 20% of those canvassed had seen or read our current hunt brochure .

Annual Hunt Evaluation Report .
Panther Swamp
flPPr

I.

NWR
Hunt

Recap of Last SeasonsHunt
a . Acreage open to hunting : 22,478
b . Season length :
Deer-Bucks only ;
Nov . 17-Dec . 1 & Dec . 16-Jan .1(
Deer-Either Sex (Archery)
~->Oct . 06 - Nov . 16
(Primitive Weapon)
Dec . 3 - Dec . 15
Youth-Either Sex-Gun
Nov . 25-26
1000
c . No . of hunter trips known or estimated to have occured :
d . No . of animals harvested 210 - limited permit returns and random sampling/checks .
85%' - male ; 15% female
e . Sex Ratio :
If so, how were they issued? Self-issuing .
f . Were permits required? Yes .
RecapofThisSeason'sHunt
a . Acreage open to hunting : 22,478
Deer-Either Sex (Archery)
Oct .5 - Nov . 22
b . Season length :
(Muzzleloader)
Dec .
- Dec . 15
Deer-Buck-Gun
Nov .23-30 & Dec . 24-31
Youth-Either Sex-Gun
Dec . 21
1480
c . No . of hunter trips known or estimated to have occurred .
d . No . of animals harvested :
146 - limited permit returns . An intensive field
check (52% of known harvested deer were checked in the field) .
Follow-up on
word-of-mouth information .
/t ~n lc%~4%p uf
" . 8 t~l 4 pr (ge~rmi is required? Yes .
If so, how
¶oil t_>tlii~y
were they issued . Self-issuing .
The only measurable conflict is indicated by the reduced numbers of squirrel hunters
during the deer-gun seasons . With the increasing numbers of hunters and a
management need to accomodate needed harvest in the fewest days possible, some
time and/or spatial division of hunts is indicated .
With extended hunts and limited manpower, dilution of valid information is
compounded and too little biological data is gathered to assist in making
accurate decisions regarding hunt lengths and type based on herd composition,
health and size .

V.

Conflicts WithOther PublicUses of the Refuge orRefugeResources .

. . 8 RM 5 .38(4)

Hunting is the primary public use on Panther Swamp NWR and will continue to
be .
Conflicts may arise sometime in the future between various types of
hunting .

VI .

Demand for- Hunting
We are experiencing steadily
Hunting pressure will continue to increase .
increasing hunter numbers with a corresponding decline in areas open to
public hunting . More and more people are turning to public lands as their
only source of recreation and, generally, these are the people who are not
instilled with a good hunter ethic, are not resource appreciative and need
Structured hunts afford additional
closer regimentation and regulation,
opportunity and do not necessarily compromise acceptable quality .

VII .

Habitat
Habitat modification is needed and has begun with an approved timber harvest
for the summer of 1986 . This effort will continue in an effort to diversify
forest types and age groups .
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Digest of

License Information
Be
1986
1986

Limit

2 per
season

1 gobbler
per day,
2 per season, not to exceed
3 per license year .

1987
987

All persons 16 years or older and all
nonresidents must possess a trapping license
to trap in Mississippi .
Resident Trapping
$25 .00
Non-resident Trapping
$200 .00

seasons
Area

Season Dates

North of Hwy 1-10 Nov .29, 1986-Feb .8, 1987
River levee
main Mississippi River Levee ; King's Point and Brown's Point

tippi

f

Mississippi River in that portion known as Giles Island
t of Hwy 45
west of Hwy 4 and Hwy 5
iwy 15
f Yazoo River north of Hwy 12
est of Hwy 78 and the Tenn-Tom Waterway ; all east of the

9 and south of Hwy 22
of Old Troy Rd to Hwy 41 and Woodland Rd to Lee County line
wy 30 to Hwy 4 ; south and west of Hwy 4 and Hwy 371 ;
22 ; east of Tallahatchie River
:he Tallahatchie River
wy 15

• All turkeys must have one complete leg and
foot attached naturally to the body or parts
thereof prior to being transported .

• Raccoons, fox and opossums are the only
game animals which may be legally hunted at
night, with or without the use of a light .
• Legal weapons for hunting between onehalf (Y2) hour after sunset to one-half (1/2) hour
before sunrise are restricted to handguns or
rifles using no larger than .22 standard caliber
rimfire cartridges ( .22 magnums are excluded)
and shotguns with shot no larger than No . 6 .
• Any person or group engaging in dog field
trials must make application at least 14 days
prior to the opening of the trial to the Department of Wildlife Conservation .
• To harvest frogs, a hunting or fishing
license is required .

South of Hwy 1-10

Nov .29, 1986-Feb .24, 1987

Mississippi
came yaws

Bag
Limit
No
Limit

Regulations
(See the digest of Trapping Regulations
for more detailed information .)
•

The carcasses of raccoons and muskrats
may be sold for food during the open trapping
season .
• Trappers are required to have an identification number attached to all traps by a metal tag
or permanently stamped on each trap . Trappers can secure their identification numbers by
contacting the DWC .
• Any traps found without registered identification will be in violation and subject to
removal by a conservation officer .
• All traps must be attended at least once in
every 36-hour period .
• No traps may be placed on or set within
100 feet of any street or public highway .
• Landowner permission is required to trap on
lands of another .
• It is illegal for any person to disturb the traps
of another or take any furbearing animal from
them .
• It is illegal to trap fox and coyote other than
during the open trapping season, except on
property owned by the person trapping .
This program receives Federal aid in fish and/or wildlife restoration . Under
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the U . S. Department of the Interior prohibits discrimination of the basis of race, color, national origin or handicap. If you believe
you have been discriminated against in any program, activity, or facility as
described above, of if you desire further information, please write to :
Office for Equal Opportunity
U. S . Department of the Interior
Washington, D .C . 20240

Published and Printed By
Mississippi Department of Wildlife Conservation
P. O. Box 451
Jackson, MS 39205-0451

(601) 961-5300

1986-87 Hunting
Seasons, Limits and
Regulations
This publication is a guide only .
See the Mississippi Code and area regulations
for other restrictions .
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Mr . James Pulliam
Regional Director
U . S . Fish & Wildlife Service
Federal Building
Richard B . Russel
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Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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